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CIA Questioned On Recruitment Policy
-By Victoria ArthauclWorlcl Outlook Editor

The U.S. Central Intelligence
Agency will be recruiting on Trinity's
campus Tuesday, February 7, although they have been charged with
discriminating on the basis of sexual
orientation. Last year, after a visible
student protest against the CIA. the
administration slightly altered the
Career Counseling Office's (CCO)
policy on recruiting to include the
requirement that companies must not
discriminate on the basis of sexual
preference.
In order to recruit on campus, all
organizations must sign a proclamation which affirms that they are an
equal opportunity employer, offering
employment and advancement without regard to race, color, religion,
sexual orientation, national or ethnic
origin, age or handicap. Despite signing this statement, trie CIA has been
charged with discrimination against
homosexuals.
•
As reported in the New York
Times, a former employee who had
joined the agency.in 1973 and had
won consistent ratings as "an excellent or outstanding employee" was
.fired for his sexual preference. When
the employee voluntarily admitted that
he was a homosexual, the agency
investigated his conduct.
Polygraph tests, administered to
determine whether the employee was
a threat to national security, showed
that he had never had sexual relations
with any foreign nationals, nor had he
disclosed classified information to
sexual partners. Despite test results
and the fact that the employee was
open about his sexuality and there-

fore not susceptible to blackmail,
former CIA Director William Casey
dismissed him.
. Regardless of this case of discrimination against an individual on
the basis of sexual preference, the
CIA purports to maintain a policy of
non-discrimination. By making this
claim and signing a declaration to
attest that it is an equal opportunity
.employer, the CIA has been granted
access to recruit on campus.
Director of the Career Counseling Office Rozanne Bun, stated that
"It is not possible to investigate every
circumstance and the actions of every
individual within a company." The
policy does not include checking liti-

gation. "The most we can expect
from an organization is that they
publicly and definitively proclaim that
they do not discriminate."
If there has been a discrimination suit filed against an institution,
the only thing Career Counseling can
do is inform the company that it must
sign the form and act accordingly
while on campus. Hurt remarked,
"The Career Counseling Office takes
the way an organization conducts
themselves on campus very seriously."
The Career Counseling Office
investigates to find out if interviewees feel that they have been treated
unfairly. For example, if a male inter-

viewing with a company received a
thirty-minute interview while a female interviewing with that same
company received only five minutes,
that company would lose its privilege
to recruit on campus. Burt asserted,
"We are vigilant about how organizations act on campus."
Companies which do discriminate are not allowed to recruit on
campus. Forexample, the U.S. Armed
Forces are allowed to come on campus to disseminate information but
they do not conduct individual interviews. They are also not allowed to
receive material support, such as the
'collection of resumes or use of buildings to interview, that other organiza-
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Winter Weekend Alcohol Policy
Is Blamed for Low Attendance
-By Patricia Pie,rson~
Copy Editor

tions receive from the Career Counseling Office.
In addition to monitoring the
behavior of recruiters on campus
Trinity's CCO policy is one step ahead
of the policies of other college campuses. Many other colleges' policies
do not include the condition that a
company must not discriminate on
the basis of sexual preference.
Frequently, colleges which do
have the sexual orientation clause
allow recruiters to avoid this regulatory process by mandating the organization hold ah information session pertinent to that company's discrimination. Once this session has
been held, that company is allowed to
recruit on campus.
Burt asserted, "Our policy is a
strong one and we are serious about
carrying it out."

ords have ever been kept," of activities at the past three dances, Wehrli
said, "I had nothing.to compare to
from last year."
"We had a lot more entertainment than usual," Wehrli noted,,suggesting that comedian Andy Andrews'
monologue between performances of
the Trinity Ja/.z Band, the New York
Swing Band, and Betty Ann Cox,
eliminated lulls in the festivities.
In addition to extensive planning, Wehrli stated that, "...a lot of
money is put into | the ball j . " The ball

This year's Winter Weekend
activities were attended by fewer
students than in past years. The events
marked the advent of several "alternative activities" with less.alcohol
planned for students and faculty this
semester.
Two bands, the Cove Dogs and
the Regulars, provided entertainment
from 10 pm to .2 am in the Trinity
College Activities Committee-sponsored concert Friday evening to kick.
off the weekend's festivities. Although students in attendance remarked that there was, "not a big
turnout," several added that, "it picked
-By John Claudup as it went on."
News Editor
Security guards were present for
the duration of the concert, but no disTrinity has instituted a new polturbances caused disruptions of the
performance. Although security could icy to deal with vandals within the
not be reached for comment, students College. Group billing of residential
noted that the-alcohol policy was unils has been established to contend
strictly enforced. This.resulted in the " with the rising amount of damage
confiscation of, "a few peoples' done to public living areas.
In previous years, the College
beers," when appropriate identificapaid for the damage and custodial
tion was not supplied.
work that became necessary due to
Saturday night's Bantam Ball, the unruly behavior of anonymous
sponsored by TCAC, and the Office students. Now. all the students of a
of Residential Services/Resident dormitory unit are billed to cover the
Coordinators/Assistants, provided repair and maintenance costs of their
students and faculty with an opportu-. unit.
nity to interact in. a non-academic
Trinity is the last New England.
environment. Marking a departure
from past dances, this year's ball Small College Athletic Conference
adopted a new beverage service pol- (NESCAC) school to institute a policy as.well as additional entertain- icy of group billing. Most other
NESCAC schools received favorable
ment.
results with their common area billGail Wehrli '89, a Program ing procedures.
Associate with the ORS, was responthe policy applies to on-camsible for the planning of Saturday's
Bantam Ball. Stating that "No rec- pus residences. In the event of an act.

was funded by TCAC and ORS, both
of which "...lost a considerable
amount of money." As Wehrli explained, "In past years, we've gotten
money from SGA. but this year SGA
had already allocated their funds."
forcing TCAC and ORS to furnish
supplies and entertainment on their
own.
The strategy of servtngalcoholic
beverages wirtrl.D. only between 8
and 10 piTi was an attempt by organizers todiminish thepressure on partygoers to imbibe. "1 hope people learn

it's not going to be an alcohol function anymore," Wehrli elaborated.
As she stated, the dance is, ideally, intended as "...a place just to socialize."'
Studentr.eactionstotheball were
•varied. One party-goer remarked,
"The decorations were infinitely better than last year," adding, "...the
balloons were awesome." "The
comedian was funny, but it was hard
to hear him, because people were
talking reallyioudly," another volunteered.
•
. .
•
. Continued on Page 5

Students Pay for Vandalism

The Middletown Press
January23,1989
Middletown firefighters working on a house fire responded to three
false alarms at Wesleyan University,
Saturday, one of which led to the
arrest of two students.
City firefighters were dispatched
to 27 Navadon Parkway at 9:43 P.M.
They found James White's house
,f»lled'.withrBnwkes'said'deputy Chief
Paul Rasch.
While at White's home, the first
false alarm came from Wesleyan
University.
At 10:09 p.m., firefighters went
to Foss'Hill Dormitory.
Roughly 90 minutes later, at
11:35 p.m., firefighters were again
pulled away from Navadon Parkway
to a false alarm at the Psi Upsilon
fraternity house, 242 High Street.
Rasch declined to comment further about what happened at Psi
Upsilon, but a Wesleyan University
spokesman said that the alarm came
in during a frat party.
Spokesman William Holdersaid
300 tickets were sold fo the party,
which was shut down by firefighters
due to overcrowding.
A box alarm within the frat had
been pulled, he said.
One hour later, at 12:34 a.m., the
third false alarm was triggered at Delta
Kappa Epsilon house, 276 High St.,
the site of another large party.
..-'." "A sizable party was in progress. I don't know how many were
there. Here again, an alarm within the
house had been pulled," said Holder.
. A large crowd gathered outside
the frat house. Holder described the
scene as a confused situation. Some
students were shou ling, but who they
were shouting at is unclear, he said.,
Two Wesleyan freshmen allegedly boarded one of the firetrucks.
Peter J. O'Brien, 18, allegedly
pulled the engine's siren, said MidContinued on Page 5

. .
of vandal ism or damage to a common individuals."
The news of the new policy was
area, the entire residential'unit will be
billed if the perpetrator'is unknown. spread to students by the Resident
The policy is exclusive of students Assistants in each living unit. In the
rooms, but does include hallways, Spring Term, "door drops" will be
released to the student body to emstaircases, bathrooms and lounges.
The bills are levied through the phasize the policy further.- Group
Office of Residential Services, and billing notices will be forwarded to
collection is handled in the Students students' mailboxes by the Fall '89
Accounts Office. The tariffs are added "Semester.
to students tuition, room, and board
bills.
In a prepared statement, Director of Residential Services Kristina
Dow said, "Thus far, the Office of
Residential Services has levied several group, billings for a number of
r
false fire alarms. The department of
Buildings and grounds has.,.levied
only one group billing [for debris
necessitating excessive clean-up].
More group billings are sure to follow
as we all gain a familiarity with the
group billing process: although, it
seems clear that the spectre of group
billing resulted in the identification
of a greater percentage of responsible
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Op-Ed
Editorial
In the aftermath of last Thursday's confusion, long lines', and
angry muttering, one must question whether or not the Registrar's new
system of registration will truly make life easier for both the
administration and the student body. The registrar wants to change
from the time-honored checking and organizing of registration forms
after Final Registration. By putting all changes of courses and personal
information directly into their new computer system, the Registrar
wants to make their own lives easier although the process has become
more of a chore than ever for student.
One assumes that the Registrar's new process will eventually
make the registration process easier. However, last Thursday's
difficulties made it clear the bi-annual headache is not yet alleviated.
Someday the new system will provide greater organization, more
time, and less paperwork, If and when this occurs, one must applaud ,
the effort.
Despite the incred ibly long lines, it is easy to und ers ta nd that the
Registrar's Office would prefer each student standing in line for a
single hour .to the tedious collating and sorting registration forms
which theold system required. This assumesthat the bugs are worked
out in the future.
The Registrar stopped requiring that all students get in line to.
the computers halfway .through last Thursday's ordeal because the .
newsystem became impossible to do in one day. By 1:00 p.m., only a
few students were asked to bring schedule changes to the computer
operators while other student's forms were simply collected. The
registrar will probably have several days of work before this process is
complete. Even then the Registrar may encounter more mistakes
"Dave" openly refused to come to called an elitist, and there are grounds
To Dave Copland:
caused by the rush.
..
I agree, majority rule is one of weekly station meetings, an impor- for that accusation as well, but I will
, Over the past year, the Registrar has been the butt of jokes for .the key elements of democracy, and. tantpart of WRTC's operation. He as"
not call you' that either. I will, howa variety of mistakes plague the student body. In past weeks, there tyranny of the majority is one of the well believed that most of the people ever, accuse you of being a child, as
have been numerous complaints over first semester grade forms and key problems with democracy as well. who worked at WRTC were you are apparently afraid to face the .
registration forms; Although many students have had no difficulties, However, tyranny of the majority is' "weirdos" and apparently did not want world as it exists outside of the Trinstories circulate about Seniors who have been classified as Freshman, • preferable to tyranny of the minority to associate with them. "Dave" was ity College campus, and.as it exists
declared majors as undeclared, faculty advisors listed as "None"; and ( a true tyranny), which is something not re-elected as Business Manager, outside of your own personal microyou seem to favor wholeheartedly. and.promptly quit the WRTC staff. cosm. Please do not ask that your
somewhowereplacedonAcademicProbationa'fterreceivingperfectly
good grades. It is hard to imagine these little "flubs" disappearing in Thankfully, we have freedom of the But it is not my job to pass any judge- personal fears and tastes be reflecte.d
press in this country (and on this ment on him,
in the rules of this institution, for that
the near future.
••
campus) so that you can express your
last comment for Mr. Co- is not a tyranny of the majority, but a
Computers can be a tremendous aid. However, adapting a new opinions, and others can see the holes pland:One
You are afraid of being called
tool to the registration of over 1700 students becomes difficult if it is in your arguments and point them a racist, and there are grounds for dictatorship. •
untested and unwieldy.' True, the only way to test a system is to use i t. out.
such an accusation, but 1 will not call Sincerely.
However, this test was an a trempt to use a slower method for a process
Concerning your proposal -to you one. You are afraid of being Christopher Lichatz '90 .
:
which has always taken a full day. :
;
either fence off the Trinity campus or
If the Registrar wishes to allot more time (perhaps an extra day) close it at night: True, there is a probto the Registration in futureseinesterSjit could preventthe insane lines lem, with security, but in any city
and complete their own work in one stroke.- If, however, it is-decided there is a problem with crime, and
to attempt to make this system work by trying it again the sarrie way, Trinity College i.v part of Hartford, it
within an organization are fit to judge
every student should look forward to long, annoying, and unworkable is not. a separate' state. Hopefully, To the editor:
someday you will graduate, and when
As an outsider to the 'college, I that organization strike me as twice as
registration days in years to come.
•
you do, you will prqbably live on have watched as debate upon debate dangerous as letting a columnist print
Note: The Tripod lias repeatedly attempted to arrange an interview your own; a request to have your has raged across the Op-Ed pages of her opinion, no matter how "miswith the Registrar's Office over the courseofthe\lqst fcunoeeks. This editorial block fenced off and/or closed at night the Tripod. In this latest issue, how- guided" insiders may feel she is.
is therefore the reaction of students who endured the registration process and would look paranoid, and rightly so. ever, I began to question many of the
As a final observation, an opinate trying to make sense of it. If the Registrar wishes to explain its recently- One cannot hide forever from the real messages of the letters sent in, espe- ion is just that: a point of view. An
changed system, it is invited to do so by sending an explanation to the Tripod world, although most would like to. cially in light of earlier letters. There- opinion itself is not dangerous, but
Growing up is part of the learning fore, I'd like to question some of the rather the actions or attitudes it infor print.
»
process, and college is for learning. If concepts of the letters, while trying to spires.'An individual has a right to
;
' •
':'.
,
'
"••••••;•
•
R M M
you cannot accept what goes on in the avoid commenting on the issues they hold his or her own opinion, and it
real world, .then it follows that you surrounded.
seems pointless to resort to personal
have quite a bit of growing up to do..
In one letter, a writer suggested attacks against the writer, be Ms..
Concerning the supposed lack that an organization, specifically a Schroeder, Mr. Guardo, or Mr.
of student sir time on WRTC: Every fraternity, could not itself have an Dougherty, to name three past vicyear at WRTC, we meet a host of attitude, as a fraternity was not a liv- tims. Rather, it is the responsibility of
students interested injoiningthestaff; ing, breathing entity. But this struck every individual to ensure that every
' Bob Markee
Of those that initially sign up during me as being largely a matter of se- potentially inflammable, opinion is
Judy Sandford ,
activitiesnight in September, roughly mantics: we tend to attribute many met with counter-opinions which
Editors-in-Chief
50% decide to come to our introduc- attitudes as being held by organiza- vigorously demonstrate inconsistentory meeting a week later. At the tion's, as evidenced by President cies and dangerous conclusions. This
meeting, these students learn some of Bush's call for a gentler, kinder na- is not the "tyranny of themajority'Yas
the policies set forth in WRTC's tion or claims of-unethical practices one author put it, but rather an assurconstitution. The two most important by a particular business firm. If an ance that we may never come to reJohn Claud
Ton$a.Rotisfflattr'ere
policies regard dedication'enough to action or attitude is accepted by an gret our right to freedom of the press.
Todd GitlespJe
Piter Bergwafl
help do all the necessary office work organization, it seems reasonable to
News Editor'
"Production Rdiiois
(before they can get their own pro- assign that group with the character- '
gramming slot) do not stay around istic. If a paper prints a letter you find Sincerely,
Eric Hwrimersfrom
Michelle Israel
____________
long. As well, those who do not enjoy offensive, you can characterize that, Sean Murphy
SpomEditiH
AiHcitiMMg M.nuigei
the diverse, noncommercial, alterna- paper as being either open-minded or
;; :
tive music played on WRTC (ranging insensitive, if a building has pictures
jjm|^lst| ;' :
1
rCI r/3 . MSm^ 1 ™!?"."it 1 -ii H -k:' ^siriessjfefilfeer Bj R-' from "underground" rock and jazz, to of naked women which some people
rap and ethnic music) do not want to
i r ^ a ^ * ! ! ^ . ::fl!::: ;M V^ !r'f . 'i| :1 ! j i iff i ; f '• I .>-«•" ':.' i be a part of WRTC s staff. Th is leaves consider sexist, logically they have
the right to call the organization
only a dedicated minority to do all the housed within the building sexist.
I "•'•:'•••••: ',5 P c n t n r m : P r l i t r t v
S
A.. . / , ;
,
. - j . , ' 5 - ••; ~ •
work necessary (you remember "the Perhaps those people are just bad art
To the Editor: •
minority", don't you?), the lack :of •critic's.or fanatic zealots: they still
• I suffer from that nagging afprime time slots for students is hardly have the right to hold and publish
fliction commonly known as abthe issue. Running a radio station that their opinion, the same right held by
sent-mindedness. In the past two
broadcasts to all of the Hartford area the organization attacked.
weeks, I've lost three "OCE"cards
(notjust the Trinity campus) is diffiin the library's copying,machines
In another letter, one writer is
cult work, especially when that radio
because I've walked off without
station is committed to bringing the angered that an opinion, columnist
withdrawing the card. However, I
public music that is not fav ored by the . wrote only from her "limited" experimust thank Caroline Bailey '90 for
. majority, but is nonetheless impor- ence with the organization. But in the returning one of my abandoned
A*)S't World Outlook Lditof
AssiMftnt Ait<» Edit-oi
tant to the minority.,What you appar- ' same paragraph he asserts (correctly,
cards to me, I am impressed.and
ently do not like about WRTC is its I'll suppose) that she will never truly
grateful that Ms. Bailey made such
lack of a tyranny of the majority. An know the organization^ well as an an effort to help a stranger, and I
Tiie Tripod-afcepts
and
prints
letters
to
the
editor.
All
letters
must
be
pod
h
io
m b
p
p
example of people who are neither insider. The author's conclusion
find my faith in fellow students
Ifrrec||vea'by*
tters £ | enedf§y:
d f § ttrie
i e a iippo r Snd'1|
d ijg
Snd'1|p I llid
irj
||vea'by* ^f? ,.mSjj|ridaJ|'
mSjj|ridaJ ' On{^le
dedicated to nor diverse in their tastes seems to be that because (he columOn
happily renewed. Again, my thanksidepd for publication, ^
a pHj|ne n u m ^ r fo|^erift|atio
is best represented by a student by the1 nist is effectively barred from,an
go out to you, Caroline, for your rerves||he
righ|fo
any
subm
organization
and
therefore
can
never
fhee| is no, li|fit c$3pengtj| the
name of "Dave" who was dedicated
freshing consideration. .
:
,legon
the
ifpor
of
the
T
Le
be
as
knowledgeable
as,an
insider,
oy.e|250 wQ|§iS iri|engt! L
enough to become Business Manager
i
l
)
oxWSlO. fiieTripod
offtSfe ((Jackifobasfein
for a semester. Unfortunately, this she, has no right to print her opinion of
or%
Sincerely,
:
: : :'• :'
reached a 297-2583
that group. The idea- thatonly those
5 orext. 2583.
Andrew J. O'Brien *89
:

Copland Typifies Tyranny
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Op-Ed
Student Suggestions
for Presidential Search
To the Trinity Tripod and the Student Body of Trinity College:

sent the interests of various student
groups?
As part of a student body, we
We are writing to inform you of have three choices: Of course, the
the recent Presidential Search Com- simplest choice would be to merely
mittee Forum held by the two stu- allow the trustees to make this decidents on the committee: Barbara sion without any student input, and
Scudderand Katie Sherr. We would we must seriously consider whether
like to communicate with the student or not this is our best option. Another
body the concerns that were raised is to coivmumieaje at great length our
both by faculty anil the twenty-odd desires for a new college president to
students who attended (where were our two student representatives.
you all'.' Cosby was calling or what?) Finally, our last option is to request
First ami foremost was the issue •that the number of students on the
of student representation on the panel be increased.
committee. Students should be aware
From the discussion which took
of the fact that there are only two- place last Thursday evening in
Trinity students on the committee as McCook it is evident that students
opposed to five faculty members and really would like to get involved in
seven Trustees. Now. the purpose of this process no matter how time-conthe search committee is to ultimately sum ing it is. since we do have a vested
locate viable candidates whom they interest in the future of the college. It.
will screen and ultimately present to was stated at the meeting that this is
the Trustee Committee for.final se- the first time the search committee
lection as the next Trinity president. has included students in the selection
These committee members do not process at all. It is also the second
have any vote at all. What was the time that faculty has been included.
reasoning, then, of only allowing two We are pleased with this improvestudents to represent and articulate ment because it does indicate that the
the needs and opinions of the entire Trustees are interested in what stustudent body?
dents have to say.
• What we would like to suggest is
Let us emphasize, that's two
students out of. seventeen hundred. that the number of students on the
And of these two students, who are present committee be increased to be
both insightful and capable individu- equal to the number of faculty on the
als, both are women and both are committee. In addition to this, the
seniors. With such important and new students should better represent
timely issues such as diversity and our multi-faceted student body. Let's
minority student enrollment coming have a minority student on the panel,
to the forefront this year, we ask you: say: or an underclassman; or even a
how we 11 can these two women repre- male student! We believe that this

would alleviate some of the present,
fear that the student voices are not
being heard not because Katie and
Barbara are not listening, but because
two people cannot adequately represent seventeen hundred.
We realize that the first step in
improving this situation is for students to speak out. Barbara and Katie
cannot even begin to accurately
communicate to the largercommittee
our student suggestions unless we all
tell them. Look, it'syourprerogative
to be involved or to be apathetic but
this is an instance where you all can
become involved, voice your valuable opinions and make a difference.
In addition to fundraising, some
of the issues raised by students at the
forum were as follows; the next Trinity President should be someone who

1) more visible on campus in
terms of being present at student
functions and "even giving lectures
occasionally
2) involved with improving and
broadening the curriculum
3) willing to meet and listen to
students" opinions
4) concerned with our relationship with the community
5) interested in improving the
sense of diversity on campus
6) maintaining campus size
while improving the quality of campus life (e.g. study space, social aspects of student life, physical plant)
These were only a few of the
issues raised by the twenty or so students who attended the forum. Now,
we ask you: what do the rest of you

Scliroeder f s Article Deemed Misleading
To the Editor,
I would like to respond to Lisa
Schroeder's less than positive article
on fraternities. While reading the'
article "Prats: If The Shoe Fits, Wear
It," 1 found myself becoming quite
livid. I find Schroeder's views to be
stereotypical to the point of ignorance.
Though the point of the article, is
to support the fraternities in staying
on campus, Schrbeder degrades the
fraternities and fails to recognize the
brothers' positive personal attributes.
She refers to the brothers as "huge
men. wearing baseball caps making
Neanderthal noises- 'Uugh Duude!'

whileproeeedingto.spillbeeron every
cowering female within a ten foot
radius." '1 may be only a freshman
here at Trinity, but I have been to
almost all of the fraternities and have
to disagree with her.
I know fraternity brothers who
are the complete opposite of the picture Schraeder is painting, and it disturbs me to know that someone would
stereotype-them in such a negative
way simply because they belong to a
fraternity. If a college student decides to join a fraternity, that does not
make him some sort of beer-slothing
monster who enjoys degrading
women. He is the same person he was

before joining the fraternity. Fraternities should be a tradition on every
college campus not only because they
provide a place to party, but because
they are a brotherhood.
As far as the "cowering female"
is concerned, if a college woman
cannot walk into a room, whether it
be fraternity or not, and stand up for
.herself against a lewd comment or
insult that may degrade her as a person or as a woman, it is her own fault,
if she does not have the ability to take
that stand she should neitherstep into
a fraternity house nor into the "real
world.

1 would like to .say that I respect
Schroeder's article in the sense that it
makes very good points for which
fraternities should not be banned from
campus. However,- referring to fraternitiesas"revolting, degrading, and
immature" when Schroeder is trying
to defend them greatly takes away
from the point that Schroeder is trying
to make. The article would have been
much more effective if Lisa Schroeder had omitted her unnecessary
remarks and stuck to the subject.
Sincerely,
Cathy Bishop '92

have to say? Do you agree that two
students is an adequate number for
thorough student representation? Are
the issues that were raised lacking in
any area? We would like to know
what you think and would suggest
that you at least utilize your contacts
as much as possible if not request that
more be added to the committee. It is
crucial that you be heard now as
opposed tocomplaininglaterthat your
needs were never considered.
Sincerely,
Amy Paulson '89
Ciorsdan Conran '89"

Apology
Not Needed
Dear Mr. Dros:
With regards to your "apology" of last week, I feel that none
is needed. Regardless of the sentiment*- of the Dean of Students
•office, we, the .students,; understand. I've been there, and just
wanted you to know that someone appreciates what you're
trying to do. Instead of being of-,
fended by your actions of the.
night in question, I was pleasantly surprised, and yes, refreshed. Your exemplary behav•iorbrought a certain sparkle to an
otherwise dreary winter. Thanks
again, and Godspeed.
Sincerely,
John Carter '89

No Need to Alter Random Annoyances About Trin

have in supermarkets, or even a softer,' or even to Mather, where there are
To the Trinity Community;
Here it is 1989 already, and as " less harsh buzzer, at the very least. I two. What's the big deal about putwe embark on a new semester. I'd don't think that it is necessary to.scare. ting a change machine on the north
like to offer my opinions on some the hell out of people to let them know • side of campus? I'd much rather have
a change machine than that new,
things about Trinity that have been that it's time to close.
Another thing about the library: unnecessary brick walkway that has
bugg.ing me-since last semester.
To the Women's Studies Committee: listed under number 4 as "obsolete".
I. guess I'll start with the thing after the second buzzer goes off at jiist been constructed between VerII :5(). the library personnel start turn- non St. and High Rise. With themoney
Secondly, according to the above thai most annoys me. which is thai
Recently, you have begun an
initiative to have the title "President's definition, many, many of us at Trin- incredibly obnoxious buzzer that the ing off all of the lights, ten minutes the school wasted on that project, we
Fellow" changed to ."President's ity College can he considered "the library uses to let its occupants know before the actual closing time. And if could have gotten a new change
Scholar", because yoti believe the term President's Scholars." The mm fel- that it is almost closing time. During someone is still there finishing up machine, and some more washers ami
fellow is offensive to-women. It m ight low implies exclusive membership, last semester's final exam period 1 some work, they will turn off all the dryers. Last semester there were six
interest you to review the following such as is the case with the Presdient's developed an absolute haired for the lights in the area except the. one di- washers and six dryers serving all of
definitions, taken from Webster's Fellows of Trinity College. We are an buzzer, which is way too loud, and rectly over the person. So the student High Rise', North Campus. Park Place
exclusive group: membership is lim- succeeds in scaring the hell out of is left in very dim lighting, and then, and Boardwalk, a total of over 300
New Colleeiate Dictionary:
Fellow: I'. COMRADE. ASSO- ited to one senior from each degree most of the people in the library. to exit the library, he or she has to students. So we come back this.seThen, after their heartbeats return to navigate through the utter darkness mester, and what do you know, new
CIATE. 2a: an equal in rank, power or category.
Thirdly, please' 'review the normal, the people gather their be- until he gets to the front desk area. To washers and dryers. There are still
character: PEER, b: one of a pair,
MATE. 3: a member of a group hav- follwing sentence: "Sally is a very longings and try to leave before the me, that >s also quite rude. 1 know the only six washers, but eight dryers
ing common characteristics; specif: a smart girl. She was recently nomi- next dreaded buzzer goes off. In my library workers want to go home and now. Wow. Ah. but there's a catch member of'an incorporated literary or nated '"President's Fellow for the mind, it is very insulting that the li- all, but they are supposed to be open they raised the price to 75 cents to use
the washers. Thanks a lot, guys.
scientific society. Aix'.ohxoletey a Department of Chemistry. I think she brary people feel that they have to until midnight, not 11:50.
Well, that's enough complainAnother thing that bothers me,
person of one of' the lower social will make an excellent President's resort to using an obnoxiously loud
and shocking buzzer to alert its pa- as I am a resident of North Campus, is • ing for.one letter. All in all, Trinity's
classes, b: a worthless man or boy. c: Fellow."
MAN. BOY.,d: BOYFRIEND.
1 can see nothing offensive or .irons that it will be closing in 20 that there is no change machine on my a pretty cbol place, except for a few
BEAU. 5: an incorporated memberof derogatory in tlie above statement minutes. There are many other, more side of the campus. Whenever any- annoyances.
a college or collegiate foundation, using the term fellow. Changing the humane ways of letting us know that one in the Vernon Street zone area
esp. in a British university. 6: a per- title" of President's Fellow to it's 11:40, like maybe a public ad- needs quarters to do laundry, we have Sincerely,
son appointed to a positjon granting a Presdient's Scholar will not increase dress announcing system like they to walk all the way over to the library. John Tranchina '91
... :
stipend and allowing "for advanced my respect for female presidentialstudy or research.
fellows, who already have my respect
Scholar: 1: one who attends a as an equal peer. I don't believe that
school or studies under a teacher: your proposal is necessary, and therePUPIL. 2a: one who has done ad- fore. 1 am opposed to it.
vanced study in a special field, b: a
learned person. 3: a holder of a schol- Sincerely,
arship.
- -,
Steven Harrod "89
Foremost, the definition of fel- , President's Fellow, Dept, of Engilow with which you have difficulty is neering

Title of "Fellows"

New Tripod Phone Number!
297-2583 or Ext. 2583
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News
Hartford Loses
Patron of the Arts
-By Jane ReynoldsNcws Staff Writer
Genevieve Harlow Goodwin died
on January 17 at Hartford Hospital,
She was 85. Goodwin was a prominent stipporterof cultural life in Hartford for more than 40 years.
Goodwin will be remembered
fondly by members of the Trinity
community. She and her late husband, JamesL. Goodwin, made many
long-lasting contributions to the arts
at Trinity. The James L. Goodwin
Theater of the Austin Arts Center was
named after her husband. A
Genevieve Harlow Goodwin Professorship in the Arts was established at
the College in 1966.
In 1988 Goodwin was awarded an
honorary doctor of fine arts degree by
Trinity College. At the ceremony,
she was cited as one of Hartford's
"most vibrant and devoted citizens."
Goodwin was born on January 4,.
1904 in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. After
attending several private schools, she
studied in Florence, Italy. Goodwin
traveled.around the world, and lived
for a time in Beijing.
'• ! She married James L. Goodwin in
' 1947 and moved to Hartford. Together, they pursued many interests,
including forest conservation. The
James L. Goodwin State forest, fn
eastern Connecticut, and the Great
Pond State Forest, in Simsbury, were
established by the Goodwins.
Mrs. Goodwin had a strong com-

mitment to the arts in Mount Desert.
Maine, which was her summer residence. There, she was involved in
music festivals, the local theater
group, and the College of the Atlantic. In addition, she established the
Haiiow Museum in honor of her father.
In Hartford, Goodwin was a'former trusteeof the Hartford Symphony
and its first honorary trustee. She was
also an honorary trustee of the Wadsworth Atheneutn, where the Goodwin Wing opened in 1969.
Goodwin was a member, of the
Hartford Garden Club and was also
interested in the preservation of land-'
mark houses. In 1987, she was
awarded a Liberal Arts Award, by
Hartford College for Women.
Genevieve Goodwin will be remembered by many for her outstand* - ' • JL-V...... t
ing commitment to "the artistic and Genevieve Goodwin here receiving an honorary degree in the Fine Arts at
cultural atmosphere in Hartford.
Trinity Graduation 1988.

ConnPIRG Launches
Toxic Waste Campaign
HARTFORD, CT—On Thursday, February 2, the Connecticut
Public Interest Research Group
(ConnPIRG) will launch its Campaign
to Clean up Hazardous Waste at a
press conference held n the State

PresicieritM
Search Committee
The following people are the members
of Presidential Search Committee responsible
for replacing retiring President James F. English.

TRUSTEES
Edward A Montgomery, Jr.
JoAnne A. Epps
Thomas S. Johnson
Alfred J. Koeppel
Worth Loomis
Carolyn A. Pelzel
Douglas T. Tarisill
FACULTY

:-\-\;-. v •

Dr. Henry A. DePhillips, Jr.
Dr. Diana Evans
Dr. Drew A. Hyland
Dr. Frank Kirkpatrick
Rev. Dr. Borden Painter

Legislative Office Building.
ConnPIRG, a student directed environmental and consumer group, intends to release a report on the current
hazardous waste situation in Connecticut and present its proposal for
legislation to clean up the state's toxic
waste sites.
~ The report will center on the
heedtb increase staffing of hazardous
waste of the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP). According
to DEP reports, there are over 600
identified loxic waste sites in Connecticut.
Based on the DEP's current rate
of clean up, it will take 50 years for
the sites to be detoxified.' Calling the
DEP's timetable unsafe for the environment, ConnPIRG's legislative
proposal is to have the sites cleaned
•lip by:the year 2000, by increased
staffing at the DEP. :
Funding for the augmented staff
will be provided by allowing access
to the Emergency-Spill Response Fund
and by increasing the surcharge on
the Hazardous Waste Assessment. "In

this way," said Tricia Canavan '91,
"the sites are cleaned and the polluters pay for the clean up."
Although this press conference
is a kickoff event for the group's
campaign, efforts have already begun
to insure the passage of the proposed
legislation. During the winter break,
ConnPIRG's Citizen Outreach project began educating citizens on the
problems of toxic waste sites and
what could be done.
Trinity campus students have
begun a petition drive and are currently planning other methods of
gathering citizen support, including
gaining endorsements from local
officials and town councils. "To me,
its a great way for students to really
see how our legislature operates and
to get involved in grassroots organiz,ing," offered ConnPIRG campus
organizer Sean Murphy. He added
that the campaign would involve many
students in different ares of grassroots lobbying and urged interested
students to contact the ConnPIRG
Office.

Kellner
Donates
$lMffliion
HARTFORD. CT.—George A.
Kellner, managing partner of Kellner, DiLeo &, Co. of New York and a
1964 graduate ol'Trinity College, has
made a SI. million gift to the Campaign for Trinity in honor of his parents, Clara and Paul Kellner, College
President James F. English Jr. announced on January 24,
The major portion of the gift,
$575,000, will be used in the construction of Trinity's new academic
building, the first such structure to be
added to the campus in nearly' 20
years. The new facility, a high priority of the Campaign, will house
Trinity's Computing Center, the
Department of ' Engineering and
Computer Science, and the Department of Mathematics. The west lobby
on the ground floor of the new building is to be named the Kellner Lobby.
The gift also will be used for the
Kellner Endowed Squash Fund and
forthe KellnerSchoiarsliipFund. The
scholarship fund was established in
1987 to aid deserving students, with
preference given to children of employees of not-for-profit educational
institutions.
Kellner'scontribution is the fifth
of more than $ 1 million from a living
donor, arid among the 10 largest to the
Campaign, a three-year, $42 million
fund-raising effort launched in September 1986. The campaign reached
its goal in October 1988, but fund
raising activity w'ill continue through
the scheduled close of the Campaign
on June 30.
"We are delighted to acknowl. edge this gift from George Kellner, a
• steadfast supporter of the College,"
said President English. "Itisparticularly gratifying that the gift supporting the new academic building conies
at a time when its funding is a matter
of extreme importance to us,"
A- graduate of Columbia Law
School and New York University
Business school, Kellner is an arbitrager and an accomplished squash
player. At Trinity, he was a member
of Pi Gamma Mu honor society, Psi
Upsilon Fraternity, and the student
newspaper and radio station staffs,

20% OFF
WITH THIS AD

•Barbara C. Seudder '89
Katherine C, Sherr'89
COORDINATOR PRESIDENTIAL
SEARCH COMMITTEE
Gail B. Moore
Directions: Zion to Flatbush, Flatbush to NewParkAve., Left onto New
Park, follow two lights down, HAIR: FACTORY oh left after second light.
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News
Trinity Plans Several Events
To Mark Black History Month

HARTFORD, CT—Trinity
College will be hosting several events
to celebrate Black History Month
during February.
Poet and recording artist Nikki
Giovanni will give a poetry reading
Wednesday, February 1, that will
mark the start of the celebration.
Giovanni's appearance isscheduled for Wednesday, February 1 at
8:15 p.m. in the J.L. Goodwin theater
of Austin Arts Center. The public is
invited to attend free of charge.
Giovanni's books of poetry include "Black Feeling Black
Talk,"(!968); "Spin, a Soft Black
Song," (1971); "Cotton Candy on a
Rainy Day," (1978); and "Those Who
Ride The Night Winds" (1987). She
was featured in a PBS film titled
"Spirit to Spirit."

Other Black History Month
events during February include another poetry reading, a dance performance and several lectures at TrinityOn Thursday, February 2, a lecture titled "Afterthoughts on 'Lovesong: Becoming a Jew,'" will be given
by Julius Lester, professor of Judaic
studies at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst. Lester's talk is
scheduled for 8 p.m. in Rittenburg
Lounge in Mather Hall. Admission is
free.
The Joseph Holmes Dance
Theater will perform on Sunday,
February 5 at 2 p.m. in the J.L. Goodwin Theater of Austin Arts Center.
Under the artistic direction of Randy
Duncan, the company performs a
mixture of ballet, modern dance and

Career Counseling Hires
Recruiting Coordinator
-By Scott ZoltowskiNews Writer

In response to the increased
number of students who utilized the
CareerCounseling Office last semester, Donna Leurie has been appointed
tile new Recruiting Coordinator.
Leurie previously served as Director
•of Admissions at a technical college
in the Boston area, and hopes to bring
a fresh outlook to the post-graduate
plans of Trinity students.
Leurie wants students to be,
aware of what she can do for them,
especially if they prepare early in
their academic career. She stressed,.
"It's important to plan, and begin
early." Her office assists students
with all facets of career counseling
from resumes and interviews to summer employment for all classes.
Leurie explained her position as
"general direction and assistance".
As Recruiting Coordinator,Leurie's role in the Career Counseling office encompasses a myriad of
duties, but she is primarily responsible for the arrangement of on-campus recruiting. To attract a wide
variety of businesses and graduate
schools to the campus, she arranges
interviews and gives almost every
senior the opportunity to become
entrenched in the "world outside";
Personal involvement is a primary concern of both Leurie and her
office. She said, "We're not going to
clone [the students]. We want to see
what [their] individual needs are and
direct [them]."

As the spring approaches and
seniors begin the frenzy of post-graduate preparations, her appointment
book has been filling rapidly. "We
are very, very busy," she said. There
are many things the Career Counseling Office can do for Trinity students
during their academic life. Leurie
urges all students to come in and
discover what she can do for them as
"it is never to early to plan for your
future."

First meeting of the semester:
•Reports from the Trustee committees were submitted
•Under the SGA committee, the Mather committee
has been working to improve the ATM facilities and
get a photocopying machine.
•The SGA is also working in coordination with
ConnPIRG to begin a project of recycling paper. For
information, contact Illyse Rossman (Box 794) or
Chuck Bunnell (Box 981).
•Freshm an cl ass elections for president, vice-president,
and secretary will be held on February 9. Petitions are
due February 1. Any questions should be directed to
Chris Beaton, Box 1535
•SGA elections for vacant dorm representitives will
also be held on February 9, with petitions due on
February 1.
Future Topics:
What is going on in Marriott?
Should the current Student Activities Fee be raised?
Is our constitution accurate?

Nineteen Elected to Phi Beta Kappa
-By David GerberAssistant News Eclitor
At the end of last semester, nineteen seniors were initiated into the
Trinity chapter of Phi Beta Kappa.
The ceremony occurred on December 6, 1988, which marked the 212th
anniversary of the founding of the
organization at William and Mary
College.
According to Professor of
Mathematics Robert Stewart, the
Secretary of the Trinity Chapter of
Phi Beta Kapp^, "This was only the
first election. There are two more,
one following the end of seven semesters, and one following the end of
eight semesters."
.
Because of his position, Professor Stewart was unable to disclose
much regarding the elections. He did
say, "At the time of election, the
academic records of high ranking
seniors are evaluated and the voting is
done by a group called the Local
Society."

Winter Weekend
Continued from Page 1
With regard to the musical entertainment, students were basically
in agreement. "The bands weren't
as good as Eight to the Bar from last
year," and "A lot of people didn't
like the bands because they thought
they were too loud, but there were
different opinions about that," were
comments representative of students" reactions to the evening's fare.
One individual closed with the
remark, "1 would have liked either a
lot of swing or a lot of modern
music, but not such a mix."

jazz set to a wide range of music
including blues, soul, gospel, and rock.
This performance is co-sponsored by
the Austin Arts Center, The Trinity
College Black Women's Organization, and the Artists Collective Inc.
General Admission is $8 and tickets
for students and senior citizens cost
$6.
Michelle Cliff, a Jamaican poet
and novelist, will read anddiscuss her
recent works on Friday, February 10
at 8 p.m. in the Rittenburg Lounge.
Admission is free.
On Monday, February 13, a talk
entitled "The Underclass and the
Welfare State; The Poverty of Discourse about Poverty" will be delivered by Adolf Reed, associate professor of political science at Yale
University, Reed's talk will be given
in the Rittenburg Lounge at 8 p.m.
Admission is free..
"The Politics of Present Day
Ethiopia" is the topic of a lecture by
Berhanu Nega, instructorof economics at the City University of New
York at Brooklyn and a doctoral
candidate in economics at the New
School of Social Research. Nega's
talk is planned for Wednesday, February 15 at 4 p.m. in Hamlin Hall.
Admission is free.
Black History Month at Trinity
College is Organized and co-sponsored by the Assistant Dean of the
Faculty's office, the History Department, graduate mentors, and the
Women's Center.

SGA Info Box

Many expressed gripes about the
scarcity of hard liquor at the Bantam
Ball. "I think the new alcohol policy
definitely affected it," one woman
explained, "I know that's why a lot.of
people didn't show up."
Some had a positive response to
the new strategy, stating, "It was really
a lot of fun. The plan made it so that
there weren't so many people out of
control; Last year it was a free-forall." Observed a friend, "I had just as
much fun as last year, even with the
change in the alcohol policy...!' remember it better."

Earn $7/hr Supporting the Arts!
The Bushnell seeks responsible, articulate
individuals with an interest in the arts to
work evenings 6-9 as callers for annual
membership campaign. Call Jed Reardon at
527-3123

The Trinity Bulletin describes
the Trinity chapter, "On the basis of
its charter, the Chapter stipulates that
persons elected to membership shall
be men and women of honor, probity,
and learning." It is also important to
note that the Trinity Chapter is the
eighth oldest chapter in the country.

Founded on June 16, 1845, the Trinity Chapter is the beta chapter of
Connecticut, meaning it is second in
age only to the alpha chapter, which is
the Yale Chapter.
The students elected on December 6 were: Victoria Clawson, Hillary Davidson, Mary DelMonico,

Sigma Nu Raises $1000
For Upward Bound
HARTFORD, CT—The Trinity
College ConnCap/Upward Bound
Program wishes to extend-its appreciation to the members of the Sigma
Nu Fraternity for their fundraising
efforts. Under the organization of
Jonah Cohen' 89, S igma Nu has raised
close to $1,000 over the past two
years. Their most recent fundraising
effort consisted of the sale of candy
bars throughout the Trinity Community. The proceeds of this latest effort
will help to fund a Spring Trip to
Montreal, Canada, forUpward Bound

students.
Upward Bound is a college
preparation program for 135 high
school students from Hartford and
Bloomfield, Service to the students
include academic tutoring in the high
schools, personal and college counseling, arid cultural trips. Trinity
students interested in tutoring with
Upward Bound for the Spring Semester should contact the Upward bound
office at 76 Vernon St., 297-2124.
Paid positions are available, and transportation is provided.

E & J Gallo Winery
invites you to a

Career - Industry Presentation
Thursday, Feb. 2
at 7:00 pm
Alumni Lounge, Mather

Winery Management Representatives
will present a brief review of the Wine
Industry and discuss career
opportunities in this dynamic growth
industry.
Resumes encouraged • Questions Welcome

Stacey Dresdale, Kathryn Ellis,
Stephen Francis, Jenifer Hall, Eric
Hambleton, Rebecca Holt, Sharon
KrffifPatriciaMarttano, Christopher
Pelletier, David Ravera, Catherine
Reavey, Mary Sabatini.Lisa Shapiro,
James Storey, Charles Stuart, and
Stanislaus Whittlesey.

False Alarm
Arrests
Continued from Page 1
dletown police.
Brian W. O'Connor, 19, was
also on the truck, police claimed.
Capt. David H. Knapp of the
Middletown police Department
said officers arrived to find firefighters holding O'Brien.
O'Connor allegedly tried to free
his friend by pulling at a firefighter, Knapp said.
Both men were arrested,
charged with interfering with a
firefighter. They were released
on a promise to appear in court
January 30.
Holder said the two students
also face charges filed by the
Director of Public Safety before
the Student Judicial Board.
Jeff Hurwitz, social director
at Psi Upsilon, said he does not
believe the incident involved
members of either fraternity pulling alarms to sabotage the other's
fraternity party;
"I do not think it's a retaliatory thing," Hurwitz Said.
"There's no bad vibes between
both houses."
Hurwilz said he thinks both
alarms were pulled by the same
person or persons, who went from
one party to the other.
Holder said Wesleyan "takes
seriously any incidents of tampering with fire alarms. The university values its relationship with
the Middletown Fire Department
very highly."

Write Us!
Box 1310
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World Outlook
The CIA's Threat to Democracy
-By Jonathan KulokWorld Outlook Writer
Over the years the C.I.A. has
engaged in many questionable activities abroad. Although this is illegal,
they have never directly infringed
upon democracy at home, However,
in recent years the C.I.A. has become
engaged in a number'of activities at
home that have begun to undermine
the United States Constitution. The
C.I.A.'s term for this behavior is
perception management and it infringes upon our liberty in several
ways.
First, the primary goal of perception management is to vilify the
enemy tosuchadegree that the United
States would give its unwavering

mmi

support for all phases of a potential
C.I.A. or military action. Translated,
this means that the C.I.A. believes
that lying to the American people in
the name of national security is justifiable if helps win support for their
policies. This belief arose out of the
Vietnam War, Some members in the
C.I.A. still hold to the belief that
"Walter Cronkite", i.e. loss of public
support due to unfavorable media
coverage, lost Vietnam. The C.I.A
wants to ensure that they do not make
the same mistake in the 1980's and
beyond. For example, this policy
worked to perfection , in Grenada
because the military refused to let the
media in initially to cover the story.
Instead, all the press could do was
report information the C.I.A. released
about the true nature of the invasion.

The rationale for invasion changed
almost nightly as events came into
clearer focus. However, due to the
media blackout and the"ensuing lack
of objective, information, it was difficult to critically assess the behavior
of the military. The U.S. public acquiesced to have their perception
molded by the C.I.A.. This significant achievement was a more important victory for the intelligence community then the actual conquering of
the island.
The second goal of perception
management is to stifle opposition to
U.S. policies at home. This policy
was initiated by Ronald Reagan on
December 4, 1981 when he issued
Executive Order #12333: United
States Intelligence Activities. This
order authorized the entire intelli-
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Legacy of German Chemical
Weapons in the Middle East
-By Steve H. YiWiH-hl Outlook Writer
it appears that the nation that
first employed chemicals in the battlefield now has problems keeping
their secrets to themselves, hi WWI,
trie Germans introduced mustard gas.
In WWII, the Germans used nerve
gas in their concentration camps, and
today, the German firms are helping
nations like Iraq and Libya develop
chem ical weapons to use in the battlefields of the future against those who
have no defenses against them. The
illegal selling and trading of technology is certainly nothing new in the
world. But the one differentiation is
that what the Germans do is legal and
thus the Bonn government is completely helpless in trying to deal with
the perpetrators. Such legal problems
are a result of post-WWII rebuilding
policies in which business and export
controls were relaxed in an effort to
revive a destroyed economy. Unfortunately, this policy has obviously
caused new problems which were not
foreseen in the tumultuous times following the Second World War.
Because the West Germanshave
been decidedly pro-industry, the nation has become 'the strongest and
most stable economic power in Western Europe. Nevertheless, they have
also been crucial in allowing great
proliferation in chemical weapons.
Not to say that the U.S. hasn't done its
share in exports of weapons, recalling
the glorious Iran-Contra affair where
possibly hundreds of advanced Silkworm missiles were exchanged for a
few hostages. But if one thing can be
said, the West German firms apparently havehad no scruples in the past,
nor do they now, about what they sell
or give away. Their mercenary attitude might very well force Bonn to

compromise political alliances. It is
very unlikely, for example, that the
U.S. would share technological advances with a friendly nation that
would probablygive away the secrets
to anyone for a price.
• Looking back on the German
record, it has been dismal. One Reagan administration official .said,"Had
it not been for German companies,
there would be no chemical weapons
problem in the Middle East" (U.S.
News & World Report, Jan 16, 1989)
That's too simple an explanation, but
the Germans were very visible in
helping Iraq build its chemical weap' ons plant in the early 1980's. And
Iraq used the weapons against Iranian
troops and Kurd rebels with devastating effects. Chemicals do not distinguish between civilians and troops, so
hundreds of women and children
Kurds were literally massacredthanks
to German help. The United States'
giving anti-tank missiles to Iran pales
in comparison thechemicals that Iraq
possesses—weapons which they can
use at random against their enemies
because Iraq knows retaliation is
impossible by those who do not possess the technology. Karl Kolb and its
subsidiary Pilot Plant were involved
in both the Iraqi plant and the new
Libyan plant at Rabta which caused
the confrontation between U.S. and
Libyan fighters recently. Libya could
use the weapons against anyone, including Chad, which defeated them
in the earlier conflict and does not'
possess chemical weapons. The re• suits, as. anyonecan foresee, would be
obvious massacre of thousands of
Chadians unable to defend themselves. Giving Qaddafi chemical
weapons is 1 ike giving a psychopath a
loaded gun. He will use them not as a
deterrent, but as a supplemental offensive weapon. It makes little political sense for the Germans as a whole

to give the Libyans such powerful
weapons which could upset the balance of power in,the Middle East.
More troubling is that the trend
of giving away weapons is not likely
to stop in the near future. In 1984, a
Wes't German firm transported highly
sophisticated photographic equ ipment
to the East with'.falsified documents,
• BrukneersTechnik sold an eight-man
minisubmarine to North Korea which
the Bonn government had to buy back
in order to avoid political embarrassment.Three companies, Schiess, AG,
and Domes and Donauwerke gave
milling equipment to quiet Soviet
submarine propellers. Werner
Bruchausen sold computer/microcomputer technology to the East, but
could not be prosecuted on export
violations. Imhausen-Chemie was
apparently involved in both the Libyan and the Iraqi plants. Thecompuny
was derisively called by a New York
Times writer William Safke,_
"Auschwit/.-in-the-sand." .
In the modern age, the use of
chemicals has always been a lopsided
affair. The only victims are those who
do not possess chemical weapons
themselves and cannot retaliate. Egypt
used chemicals in the Yemen in the
1960's, Vietnam against the Laotian
Hmong rebels in 1975, the Soviet
Union employed gas against Afghanistan 1980-1983, Ethiopia used chemicals against the Eritrean rebels 19851988. and the Iraqis round out the list
in their use against Iran and the Kurd
rebels 1984-1988. Without proliferation, this trend will continue. With
proliferation, there could be massive
killingby both sides if either one were
to use chemical weapons. But with
German export controls virtually nonexistent, the proliferation of chemicals is bound to occur in the Middle
East anyway, whether such a condition is desirable or not.

gence community, iiwhuling the
C.I.A.. to infillr.Uc, manipulate ami
disrupt domestic organizations, even
in the absence of illegal activity. In
addition, the use of electronic and
other means of surveillance are authorized, without warrants, whenever
deemed necessary. A recent example
of this use has been the continual liarassmenfol'CISPES, an organization
who has been highly critical of U.S.
policy in El Salvador.
In recent years the C.I.A. has
used high level officials in the White
House, including ex-President Reagan, to further their goals. Given the
facts, some members of the administration realize their case is not easy
to win. Therefore, they have realized
the need to alter the perception of the
American people with respect to their
interventionist tendencies. Indeed, if
they can alter the U.S. public perception enough, then waging any psychological operations war is easier to
control. The American people, not
the foreign enemy, are the intended
targets. For example, in a nationally
televised speech President Reagan,
using C.I.A. information, announced
that top officials in the Nicaraguan
government were involved in drug
trafficking. "Every American parent
will be outraged to learn that lop
Nicaraguan government officials are
deeply involved in drug trafficking."
(March, 16, 1986)
President Ronald Reagan's
speech was before millions of impressionable Americans. He knew it
was a lie, but it did not matter because
trie idea had .been planted. Also, he
knew that only a small percentage of
the American public would read that
he had been mistaken. Predictably,
the New York Times, several days
later reported: "The Drug Enforcement Administration today disputed
an assertion by President Reagan. In
a statement the Drug' Enforcement

Administration, which is the principal agency in drug-smuggling investigations said it had no information
implicating the Minister of the Interior or other Nicaraguan officials in
Drill! Traffickiim." (N.Y. Times
March 19,1986)
The misrepresentation of fact'
goes much deeper then just government figures. In his testimony to The
Hague against the U.S. mining of
Nicaraguan waterports, EdgarChammaro asserted that Western journalists are bribed by C.LA. and Pentagon
officials to report favorably on the
U.S. position. Ex-C.I.A, agent John
Stockwell says, "that many U.S. journalists writing founajor US newspapers are on the C.I.A. payroll and that
the agency routinely funds writers
who reflect official U.S. policy." If
Chammaro and Stockwell's observations are correct—and they seem to
be vindicated by recent events— then
the United States is undermining
democracy at home as well as oversees. This is the price the U.S. citizenry must incur to maintain the
C.I.A..
Is it unrealistic to expect the
C.I.A. to adhere to national law?
Maybe it is necessary to give a secret
organization billions of dollars to run
roughshod over the American
Constitution. Somehow every time
the C.I.A. breaks the law the American people permit the C.I.A. to wrap
itself in the American flag and promise that next time they will be good
boys. Most supporters of the C.I.A.
accuse its critics of being Communists or Soviet dupes. Nothing could
be farther than from the truth. Most
critics of the C.I.A. are trying to prevent the U.S. from becoming a closed
society by ensuring that nobody is
above the law. People around the
world are dying to'get more freedom
while we are slowly letting ours erode
away.

Earn
your
place
in
the
sun.
Earn your M.B.A. in Miami.
One and two year programs, depending on your
background. New classes start in January, May,
and late August.
For information, call or write:

UNIVERSITY OF

Ncww_
Address-

Telephone.

Graduate Business Programs
• School of Business Administrationl
University of Miami
P.O. Box 248505
Coral Gables, Fl. 33124
(305) 284-2510
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CIA Upholds Democracy
-By Marc GrossmanWnrUI Outlook Writer

It is necessary for a democratic
governmen! to be based on .some set
of ideals. Indeed, Americans are
probably the most idealistic people in
the world. However, it would be
ludicrous to believe that this country
has survived and prospered because
of a reliance on the good will and intentions of its adversaries.,
We all must face the undeniable
and, at times, frustrating reality that
the world is a dangerous place. Nations do not trust each other and inter-;
national relations are based on this
mutual distrust. It is essential to recognize that (supposedly) covert organizations such as the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) and KGB are
integral parts of a global structure
which has maintained world peace
for almost 45 years. The fact that we
may question some of their methods
or the manner in which they have
been utilized by their respective gov-

ernments should be of secondary
importance.
As for the more infamous aspects of the CIA, it has to be recognized that Utopian idealism does not
guide the actions of the United States.
We simply have lo accept the notion
that the United States and the Soviet
Union do not always act in a peaceful,
benevolent manner. Survival and
maintenance of power and influence
are achieved through the collection of
intelligence and the exertion of pressure on opponents. Democratic ideals are fine for textbooks; the demands of the modern world require
more than such naivete.
Unfortunately, opponents of CIA
recruitment on campus live in a fantasy world of peace and good will and
believe that the previously-mentioned
textbook naivete is reality. They
believe that the United States is a
force of evil in the world whose actions require second-guessing and
investigation much like those of
Libya, Iran, and the Soviet Union.
They would deny all rights, probably
including the right to existence, to the

CIA. because it appears undemocratic.
Perhaps, to their standards, it is, but
those expectations can never be met if
democratic governments are to survive. Most importantly, opponents of
CIA recruitment are hypocrites who
extend all rights and privileges to
liberal organizations and individuals,
i.e. to those with a message which is
critical of government policies, but
deny those same courtesies to an
agency of the government itself.
It is a sad commentary on the
state of American society that there is
even a need to defend the CIA. There
is a definite role and need for the
agency. It is at the forefront of the
fight for democracy, from providing
resistance to Communistdictatorships
in Central America to dealing with
sensitive domestic matters which
represent a potential threat. We may
not always agree with the methods
used by the agency, but we must
acknowledge the need for its existence and allow it the same basic
rights to on-campus recruitment as
we regularly bestow upon groups of
more liberal persuasions.

Now what?
Welcome to the real world.
Competition for good jobs with
great companies is tough, and
for great careers, even tougher.
If you're about to graduate,
you'll soon discover not every
"challenging position" or
"unique fast-track opportunity''
can promise success,
You can put your education,
self-motivation and drive to work
for you by entering the Underwriter and Appraiser Training
Program of Chubb & Son, one of
the insurance industry's leading
property/casualty firms. Through
classroom and "hands on"
instruction, and guided by a
management that is committed
to your growth and success,
you'll learn to assume the
responsiblities of an Underwriter
or Appraiser, two of the most
important positions in this
industry.

Chemical Weapons and
Obsession with Qadafi
-By Theodore EinhornSpecial to the Tripoli
When the United States recently
publicized its intelligence reports that
Libya had a plant which was being
used to build chemical and biological
weapons, many questions were raised.
Two of these questions were, "What
can be done about Qadafi?" and "What
can be done about the increasing
abundance of chemical weapons?"
Both of these questions have been
raised before and should have been
addressed at some earlier date. However, the inadequacy of the solutions
to these questions have made new
solutions more complicated or even
non-existent.
There has been a certain fascination with Libya and its leader, Col.
Muatnar Qadafi, since he took over in
a coup twenty years ago. This fascination has turned into fear and even
into deep hatred as his anti-American
rhetoric has grown louder, and his
involvement with terrorist activities
has been documented. In fact, if you
asked ten Americans what they
thought of Qadafi, more often than
not. the answer would be that he is a
dangerous, evil and insane man,
.Additionally, if you askedten people
what they thought should be- done
about Qadafi, you would probably
find more than just a few answers
along the lines of "Bomb him again,
but this time, don't miss." Generalizations aside, it is curious that Qadafi
has become the object of so many
Americans' emotions, particularly
when some of his actions are compared with those of other world leaders. Is Qadafi any worse than the
Algerian President who had his army
shoot at an unarmed crowd, leaving

500 dead last December in Algiers?
Is Qadafi any worse than Syrian President Hafez El-Assad, who, in an effort to end demonstrations for equal
rights for all Syrians, razed the center
of the city of Hammas. killing an
estimated 20,000? Is he any worse
than Iraqi leader Sadaam Hussein,
who used chemical weapons against
his own Kurdish civilians, killing an
estimated 56,000? Perhaps he is. It is
known that Libya is the home to
numerous terrorist groups, some of
which operate with the support of the
Libyan government. This can also be
said of Syria, Iraq and Iran. It is also
known that during much of his tenure
as leader of Libya, Qadafi's rhetoric
has been vehemently anti-American.
However, political rhetoric js also
anti-America.n in Syria, Iraq, Iran and
many Qthg^countries throughout the
world. Clearly, tj ere is a skewed
perception, among many, regarding
Qadafi's relative evilness and power.
Perhaps it would be better for
Americans, and the world as a whole,
to spend less time worrying about the
threat Qadafi,' himself, poses and more
time trying to achiew a real peace
with all the "Qadafis" of the world.
If, as George Bush said in his inaugural address, "Good wilKbegets good
will," then it stands toireason that
belligerence begets belligerence.
Continued ill willajid military threats
between the U'.S.'administration and
the Libyan government will not help
end any perceived threat that Libya
poses to the world. Rather, both sides
of this conflict need to show some
good will, befpre.^ibya can be seen in
an improved light, and Qadafi becomes less of a: feared figure.
Since World War I, when soldiers died en rimssf "as a result of
mustard gas; there has been widespread fear of chemical weapons.

Teach in an
independent
school.
Dare to be good. Join a tradition of excellence and independence
at the elementary or secondary level at a private school. A Carney
Sandoe representative will be on campus this winter. Contact the
Career Counseling office for date and time. Call nowtoll free to
discuss joob openings nationwide: (In Mass.) 617-542-0260 or

800-225-7986.

Carney, Sandoe & Associates
136 Boylston St., Boston. MA 02116, Teacher/Administrator Placement

These weapons and technology have
been used both effectively and ineffectively during wartime as well as
during peacetime. However, it is the
recent U.S. suspicion that Libya is
stockpilingchemical weapons; which
has led to the people of the world
becoming more aware of the threat
these weapons pose. This stockpiling.
of chemical arms is also suspected to
be the case in, Russia, Syria, and
other traditionally anti-American
countries. This suspicion has led to
newfound worldwide concern over
the threat of chemical weapons. But,
where was this concern when Libya
was suspected of using chemical
weapons in its war with Chad? Where
was this concern when Iraq used
chemical weapons against Iran in their
recent war? Where was this concern
when Iraq used chemical weapons
against its own Kurdish population?
The answers to these questions are
unknown, but now that there is a
newfound concern .over chemical
weapons, it is important to deal with
the implications of their increasing
presence in the world.
However, in attempting to deal
with the production and use of chemical weapons, the solution is even less
achievable than the above solution
for dealing with Qadafi, If countries
with chemical technology were to
enforce tighter export laws, perhaps
Third World countries such as Libya
would not obtain the technology
needed to build chemical weapons. If
stronger countries would simply take
military action against the plants in
the smaller countries building chemical weapons, perhaps Third World
countries such as Libya would not
obtain the technology needed to build
chemical weapons. If there was an
international treaty bahningchemical
weapons and providing a system for
• counties to check each other, perhaps
Third World countries such as Libya
would not obtain the technology
needed to build chemical weapons.
However, new export laws in Europe
and Japan will not happen any time
soon, bombing every suspicious
chemical plant in the Third World
would be a waste of time, and no
country wants foreign diplomats
poking around their chemical plants,
for fear of industrial espionage. These
factors being the case, it is unlikely to
find a real solution, instead of the
weak resolution which came out of
the recent Paris Conference. Many
people's world views are influenced
by the fear of Libya. Fear of chemical
weapons has also altered the perceptions of world power of many people.
However, if there were to be a little
more "good will," then there would
be no; need for the fear or the weapons.
"

1

If you always thought of
insurance as something less
than exciting, think again. The
insurance industry of today is
one of change, challenge and
high flnfhce^ btferfngi exceptional benefits and career
satisfaction.
Before you settle for a lesser
position, talk with Chubb's
campus representatives when
they come to visit.

Information Session
Tuesday,
January 24th, 7pm
Interview Session
Monday,
February 13th
For more details, be sure to stop
by the Placement Office, If you
can't attend, we'd still like to
hear, from you. Simply send
|§fj| your-resume and letter of
interest outlining your career
objectives to:
Joyce Lilleston
Human Resource Manager
CHUBB & SON, Inc.
555 Long Wharf Drive
New Haven, CT 06511
Chubb is proud to be
an equal opportunity employer

EXPECT THE UNEXPECTED
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Features
Breakfast Cereal Superbowl

Feature Focus
By Lisa Schroeder
There seem to be three general classifications of people
returning from Christmas Break—the bored ones, the tan ones,
and the bewildered ones.
The bored ones are generally the people who were at
home for the majority of their vacations, and wno either worked
or merely tolerated their parents, and the sudden restriction of
absolute individual freedom that is home. We all spend a large
part of the school year dreaming of good food, no classes, our
own bed, doing laundry without struggling to find quarters—
in short all of the things that home symbolizes. However, once
one actually arrives home, one is inevitably reminded of all of
the reasons that, one loves college so much within minutes of
walking in the door. First, there is the food. All parents seem
to believe that you are incredibly malnourished and emaciated
after a semester in school and that it is their duty to rectify the
situation. This has its good and bad sides..The goodis thatthere
is a seemingly infinite amount of all of your favorite junk food
in the house, and when you eat it, your parents get this pleased
parental glow that just oozes of the fact that they know they are
doing the right thing for their offspring. The bad thing is that
you spent the last two weeks of the semester existing on all of
this junk food, while fantasizing about good, healthy food at
home.
"At least there aren't any classes at home," you think as
you brutally force your younger brothers and sisters to eat.
Give it a week and you'll be wishing that there were. If you
want to know anything about any movie ask a bored person
because they definetely saw it. Six times.
At least I have my own bed and my own room, you
desperately believe as you trudge up the stairs to your old room
ana find....yes, a den. Your parents calmly assure you that you
aren't being kicked out of the house and that they love having
you around, but you'll just have to stay with your sister in her
/
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response; Don t worry dear, your
carefully packed it all up and stored it". Later you find out that
they put it in the cellar. The flooded one.
Laundry just never was that big a thrill to begin with, but
.at least.Dad hasn't installed a quarter slot. Dad even tries to
help you conquer the heaps of laundry that you stuffed into
your car, by washing all or your favorite wool sweaters in the
machine. In hot. Thenhe proceeds to be shocked by thetattered
state of your favorite jeans, deems them indecent, and burns
them. This is when you start dreaming about school and
counting down the days, hours, and minutes, until you can
r e t u r n /
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Grade: B
All-Bran: Ever taken apart a
Walkman? Take off the cassette player
door, then pry off the inside of the
tape player. Hit the fast-forward butBreakfast. People laugh at the' ton. See the little white doohickey
word. Unless you have an 8:30 class that moves to one side when you
(a batj habit which I broke a long time press the button? Take that thing off.
ago), or are an insomniac, you aren't See the little screw running parallel tocaught dead at this meal. I myself me support that holds the white doomust confess that I rarely have at- hickey? Take a tiny screwdriver, and
tended this meal since my entrance to remove the screw. Then eat it. That's
Trinity College, but I do feel that I am what this cereal tastes like.
Grade: Dqualified to speak out on the subject.
So there.
Raisin Squares: Let me first
If you 're like me, you don't eat a make one thing perfectly clear. Shredbig breakfast. Saturday and Sunday ded wheat is fetid pond scum (the
brunches don't count: most people green stuff, not the yellow). It really
don't have enough brain cells left is. First of all, if you leave it in milk
from the night before to remember for more than two seconds, it turns
these meals anyway. I'm talking about intosomethingthatresemblesElmer's
during the week. If I eat too much Glue. Second of all, if you do manage
when I first wake up, I get sick. VERY to eat it before then, you get splinters,
sick. Usually, a cup of mud-like cof- and it tastes I ike shredded tennis bal Is,
fee (preferably two or three days old) not "shredded wheat". However, Raisin Squares present a pleasant surand a bowl of cereal is all I'll want.
Coffee is coffee, so the real key prise. They are basically shredded
to a good breakfast is the cereal. Here's wheat, but with raisins all smushed
a little guide I've prepared, to help inside. Raisins are perhaps the most
you sort through theveritable laby- delicious of all fruit-like substances
rinth of cereal opportunities thatpres- (perhaps a member of the Biology
ent themselves each morning (al- department cari tell me if raisins rethough I suppose you can eat the stuff ally are in the fruit genus or phylum or
as a snack, if you're weird or some- whatever). Anyway, these th ings kick
thing). But please remember, as al- butt, so eat'em.
Grade: A
ways, no wagering.
Froot Loops™: These things
Cheerios: Ahhh... theever-presare bizarre. After twenty-one years ent standard by which all cereals are
on this planet, I've learned a lot. But measured. Why does anyone really
one thi ng I don't know is what flavor like these things? Look at them.
the red Fruit Loops are. Are they They're round, bland, barren and
cherry, strawberry, raspberry, vulcan- downright boring. For pure taste enized rubber. Formula 44D, or what? joyment, you would be better off
The orange ones are orange, the yel- eating the little plastic things on the
low ones are lemon. But the element ends of your shoelaces. They aren't
of doubt in the red ones makes this ce- really flashy, they don' t have dancing
"real a risk worth avoiding. Remem- raisins, or singing gorillas or any
ber, you aie what you eat. Grade: C flashy slogans, they haven't gone on
Rocky Road: This cereal is tour or anything, and they haven't
advertised as" having "chocolatey hired Peter Frampton or Rick Derrincovered marshmallows." The. little ger or some out-of-work dude to recyellow light saying "SUGAR RUSH" ord atheme song for them. So why are
should go on over your head. A bowl they still popular? Think about this:
of this, and two or three glasses of there are actually some people out
Classic Coke, and you'll be able to there who are anxiously awaiting the
read Dante's Inferno and Milton's next Tracy Chapman album . These
Paradise Lost, compare and contrast are the same people that eat this cereal.
them, write a 75-page thesis on your GraderFrosted Flakes: The commerfindings,and read that Faulkner book
you were supposed to finish before cial says that Frosted Flakes have "a
lunch. I've never actually eaten this taste adults have grown to love."
stuff, but my brother eats it, so it must Survey says: BZZZZZZ!!! These
things are actually All-Bran in disbe at least marginally edible.
-By Bill CharestFeatures Columnist

' ,

The tan ones fall into two categories—the people who by
luck of geographic distribution happen to live in a perpetually
sunny place and the people who, having learned the hazards of
home made plane reservations, escaped with their tattered
jeans to a beach on a faraway island.
The geographically fortunate people also fall into the
bored category/but they escaped to the beach and went sailing.
They are only to be envied,.but not hated. The vacationers are
to be hated. They learned a valuable lesson that we all should
have mastered as freshman and they had a great time and got
a tan in the bargain. But every time one of them starts rubbing
their vacation in your face, just tell them that they're starting to
peel.
The bewildered ones are the people who have just returned
from a semester abroad and who wander aimlessly down the
Long Walk looking for a familiar face in the seemingly endless
sea of freshmen. They are not only out of touch with their
friends, they are also experiencing the culture shock that one is
struck with when returning from an experience that few if any
Trinity people shared with them, and1 which can't be explained
in the traditional Long Walk conversation. "Good" or even
"Wonderful" just doesn't explain an entire semester in a foreign
country.
Well, Welcome Back Everyone... here we go again.

Lonely Editor
Desperately 'Seeking

f

CARiLLi s

guise, but if you taste them, they're
actually edible, it must be the "frosting" on the flakes, rather than the
flakes themselves. My theory is that
Frosted Flakes are actually a very
potent aphrodisiac, but I have yet to
have any opportunities to run tests on
this theory. As a result, I cannot make
a true conclusion. Grade: Incomplete
Total™: This is actually the
same thing as All-Bran, except it's
supposed to have 100% of Vitamins
A, B, C, D, E, and Pass-Fail, for those
of you for which breakfast cereals are
not required in your major. So basically, if you take All-Bran, and pour
some ground-up vitamin pills on it,
you have Total™. Have you ever
actually chewed up a vitamin pill, not
the Flintstone ones, I mean the real
ones? They taste like, well... like red
Froot Loops. So if you combine red
Froot Loops with All-Bran, you have
something that tastes like the valve
cap of the rear tire of a 1977 Chrysler
Cordoba. Gakk! Barf! Retch!
Grade: FRaisinBran: Finally,thecream
of the crop. This is THE "Good Luck
Cereal" of all time. It dbesn't matter
which brand of this stuff that you eat,
Raisin Bran is Raisin Bran. And it
doesn't matter if the raisins are from
California, Oklahoma, or Addis
Ababa, or if they can sing or dance.
Rais in Bran, simply put, is the ambrosia upon which the gods of Olympus
thrived. Raisin Bran can do some
really incredible things. If you have
an exam at 9:30, and haven't studied
one bit, eat Raisin- Bran. You'll be
guaranteed at least a C. Having trouble
deciding who to go to that SemiFormal with? Eat Raisin Bran, and
you'll finally realize that you'd be
better off going to the View. This
stuff works wonders. It cures colds,
flu, pneumonia, peptic ulcers and
athlete's foot. You can't go wrong
here. Grade: A++
Well, there you have it. I hope
you realize the importance of a good
breakfast cereal. I've provided my
own guidelines to good eating, so I
leave it up to you to decide for yourself. If you get splinters from the
shredded wheat, however, 1 absolve
myself from all liability.
Next Week: Spuds McKenzie, among
other things...
.

PIZZA

We Offer:
All types of pizza, including
sheet pizza
A wide selection from the grill,
including hot and cold grinders
Free delivery ($4 minimum)
Deliveries start at noon

If Interested, Please
Respond to

Box 1404.
ft, ., ...l.ffl,',*

llam-12pm Tuesday - Saturday
llam-lOpm Sunday
Closed Monday

24 New Britain Ave • 247-0514
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On The Long Walk
By John Claud

Photos by Dave Copland

What Should Ronald Reagan Do Now That He's Out of Office?

Kam Koochekzadeh '90
"Become a world class body
builder."

Tom Robinson '90
"Become a rodeo star."

John Romeo, '92
"Die."

Dan Martinez '92
"Hide on his farm."

Becky Holt '89
"Keep acting."

Michelle McEttrick '89

D&D Package Store
417 New Britain Ave

Rolling
Rock
99
$5'
12 Pack

i49-6833^S:BSiSKi
"HOME OF

Shaefer

THE KEG

Bar Battles

(

Busch
KEGS KEGS KEGS KEGS

1/2 BARREL
SAVE $4.00

Free Wine
Tasting Every
Day
Free Delivery

• Student Checks
Cashed Anytime
with Student ID &
Driver's License

AMERICAN
EXPRESS

VISA

STUDY FOR ONE YEAR OR FOR ONE OR TWO TERMS IN

OXFORD
Several colleges of Oxford University have invited The Washington International Studies Center
to recommend qualiiied students'to study for one year or for one or two terms. Lower Junior
status is required, and graduate study Is available. Students are directly enrolled In their colleges
and receive transcripts from their Oxford college: this Is NOTa program conducted by a U.S. College In Oxford. A sptcia! sum;ner session is directed by WISC.

KING"
1

"Move out of Santa Barbara"

Save $2,00;

Pepsi

INTERN IN
WASHINGTON, LONDON

3.0 Liter

$1

59

WISC offers summer Internships with Congress, with the White House, with the media and
with think tanks. Government and Journalism courses are taught by senior-level government
officials, who are also scholars, and by experienced Journalists. Similar opportunities in public
policy Internships are offered (with academic credit) In London (Fall. Spring and Summer)

Save a Dollar!

Prices Good Until 2/6/89

Positive Picture ID Required With Every Purchase

wise

The Washington International Studies Center
214 Massachusetts Ave.. N.E. Suite 230
Washington. D.C. 20002 (2021 S47-3275
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Announcements
EXHIBITIONS
"Donatelio at Close Range." An installation of full-scale photo-reproductions of
newly-restored stuccos by Donateljo (! 5 th
century Italian sculptor) which are in the
Old Sacristy of San Lorenzo in Florence,
Italy. A touring exhibition by the World
Monuments Fund. I p.m. to 5 p.m. daily.
Free admission. Widener Gallery, Austin
Arts Center. Through Friday, March 3rd.
"Life in London, 1800-1840: an Illustrated Survey." Trumbull Room, Watkinson Library, "A" floor, Trinity College
Library. Open 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Monday through" Friday and from 9:30
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. on Saturdays when
College is in session. Free admission.
Monday, February 13 - Friday, lune 16.
Closed Saturday, March 25; Saturday,
April 1; and Saturday, April 8.
"Mysterious Travelers: Birds of the Arctic." Watkinson Library, "A" floor. Trinity College Library. Open 8:30 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday and
from 9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. on Saturdays
when College is in session. Free admission. Monday, February 13-Friday, June
16. Closed Saturday, March, 25; Saturday, april 1; and Saturday, April 8.

"Work from the Classes of Bill Burk."
Mather Hall Artspace. Daily 8 a.m. to
10p.m. Tuesday, February 14 - Thursday, March 9. Opening reception: Wednesday, February 15 form 5 p.m. to 7 p.m.
in Mather Hall Artspace. Free Admission.
JOBS
CAMPUS REPS SEEDED. Earn big
commission, and free trips by selling
Nassau/Par.adise Island, Cancun, Mexico
and ski trips to Vermont and Colorado.
For more information call toll free 1-800231-0113 or in Ct. (203) 967-3330.
Internships for the spring semester are
still available in some state Judicial Department offices in the Hartford area where
several Trinity students are currently
working. For interviews or for more information, call Rosanne Purtill, Coordinatorof Volunteers, ai 566-8350, or write
to office of Adult Probation, 643 Maple
Av., Hartford,,061l4.
Leadership America, the major national
leadership development opportunity for
collegiate undergraduates, is seeking
applicants for its third session this sum-

mer. Students who will completed the
junior year of their undergraduate studies by June 9,1989, are eligible to apply.
The primary criterion for selection is
that the student have an "outstanding
potential for leadership." For more information contact: Anne Lundberg Utz,
Internship Office, Seabury 42-A, Tel:
297r2382. Applications forthis program
must, be returned to the campus representative no later than Jan. 30, 1989.
The Adirondack Mountain Club (ADK)
is now accepting applications for summer employment. The deadline is February 15th. ADK is a non-profit organization of over 15,500 members dedicated to the preservation and enjoyment
of the largest wilderness in the East.
Employees work at put lodges and in the
backcountry of the High Peaks, maintaining trails and dispensing informations. We seek highly motivated individuals with an interest in the out-ofdoors. Benefits include room and board,
a modest salary, and a great setting in
which to spend the summer. Most positions begin June 11 and end on Labor
Day. Trail crew starts and ends earlier.
To apply, send a SASE to Adirondack
Mountain Club, Box 867, Appplicatipns,
Lake Placid, NY 12946.

Advertise in the Tripod!

LECTURES
Monday, February 13 — "The Underclass and the Welfare State:
The Poverty of Dicourse about Poverty" by Adolph Reed, associate
professor of political science at Yale University. 8 p.m. Rittenberg
Lounge, Mather Hall. Part of Black History Month at Trinity
College. Free Admission.
. .
.
Wednesday, February 15 — "The Politics of Present-Day Ethiopia" by Berhanu Nega, instructor of economics at the City University of New York at Brooklyn and adoctoral candidate in economics at the New School of Social Research. 4 p.m. Hamlin Hall. Free
admission. Part of Black History Month at Trinity College.
MUSIC

.

•

Sunday, February 12 — Mary Preston will perform the1 second
concert in the February Festival for Organ 1989 concert series in the,
Trinity College Chapel at 3 p.m. Preston received high praise t'other performance at the American Guild of Organists' Convention

March 5thtoApril8 $

BERMII
GOLLEGE

Call 297-2583 for a Rate Card
Then gel In on the ground Boer in our Platoon Leaders Class program
for college freshmen, sophomores and juniors. You could start
planning on acareer lite the men in this ad have. And also have some
great advantages like
B Earning $100 a month during the school year
• As a freshman or sophomore, you
could complete jour basic training
duringwoslx-weeksummer
•
sessions and earn more than $1200'
during each session
• Juntois earn m"re than fcllflOdur-

• Seniors and graduates can be commissioned through the Officer .
Candidate Class Program
a You can take free civilianflyinglessons
n You're commissioned upon graduation
If you're looking to move up quickly, look into the Marine Corps'
commissioning programs. You could
start off making
more than $18,000
a year.

Wmttomove
up quickly?

Withalittlebit<
you just might make it i
Right from the start, the party is nonstop.
Your College Week opens with a day-long
Barbecue Bash at beautiful Elbow Beachdancing, feasting, swimming and tanning on
soft, pink, sun-splashed sands.
' '
The beat goes on with spectacular beaeh
parties featuring Bermuda's top rock, steel and
calypso bands. Daily lunches. A limbo festival.
And an-outrageous Party Cruise to magnificent .
Great Sound. All compliments of the Bermuda
Department of Tourism.
Add to that all the things that make Bermuda,

See Captain Chapla
Mather Center Bookstoore
Tuesday, Jan. 31 10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
or call l-(80Q) 537-8762

BerfflU|

flows?

Redman SpOL,
208West260thStref
(212) 796-6646'(800) 288-2328' 09770.
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Announcements
last summer in Houston. Generaladmission;$5. Students and senior citizens:$3. For infonnation.call (203)
297-2014.
Sunday, February, 12 — ."A
Valentine's Garland,'-' a concert of
love songs 'featuring classical and
popular works by the Connecticut
Choral Artists (CONCORA) with
Richard Coffey, conductor. 4 p.m.
J.L. Goodwin Theatre, AUstin ARts
Center. For tickets or informations,
call CONCORA at (203) 224-7500.
General'admission: $10. Students
and senior citizens: $9.

GENERAL
The Trinity Women's Organization
holds meetings every Wednesday at
4:30 pm in the Women's Center. All
interested individuals are welcome to
attend.

SPRING BREAK! Go to Nassau/
Paradise Island from $299.00! Package includes: roundtrip airfare, transfers, 7 nights at a hotel, beach parties,
free lunch, cruise, free admission to
nightclubs, taxes and more!!! Cancun
packages are also available! Organize a small group and earn a free trip.
Call 1-800-231-0113 or (203) 967Drum Lessons: learn drum set and 3330.
more with Andrew Drury. Call 6380525.

Career Counseling News
Submit
Personals
To Box
1310

SUMMER OPPORTUNITIES
TheCareerCounseling Office receives information about SUMMER-OPPORTUNITIES (internships, jobs, fellowships,....)
DAILY. The deadlines for some of the best opportunities are
early. If you would like to make the best of next s u m m e r . . . .
.come in now!!!!

SENIORS...
Don't forget to bid for on campus interviews every mortday.
Information on these interviews and on the bidding system can
be found in the Career Counseling Office. Remember the
deadline for cover letters and resumes for the Capital Consortium is February 13 at 4:30 p.m.
Tonight there will be an information session for The Traveler's
held at 7 p.m. in the Rittenberg Lounge. If you cannor attend
this session there will be another held on March 1 at 7 p.m. At
7 p.m. tonight, Gallo will be holding an information session in
the Alumni Lounge.

Student Forum
February 1 — The Music Never Stoppeed:
Burgoyne's Northern Campaign of 1777. Jay
Flemma, Class of 1989.

PEEKS

SENIORS AND UNDERCLASSMAN...
If you are interested in learning more about advertising and
public relations as careers plan tin attending the forum on
Careers in Advertising and Public Relations on Wednesday,
February 1 at 7 p.m. in the ALumni Lounge.

February 8 — African Literature: Canon?
Revolutions?
Kate Reavey, Class of 1989.

On Thursday,
February 2 at 6 p.m. in the Rittenberg Lounge
there will be-a resume workshop. •
SOPHOMORES AND JUNIORS...

*All presentations will be given on Wednesdays
in Wean Lounge, Mather Campus Center, at
12:30 p.m. and will run to" about 1:15. Please
bring your lu/ich; light refreshments will be
•••:

'

*•

Stop by the Career Counseling Office to get more information
on Aetna's Life Casualty College Intern Program. This is a
twelve week, paid internship and it requires that you turn in a
resume by February 10 at 4:30. " "

served.

QE2 STANDBY!
•.Sail to or from Europe,;
:;
fly the. other- way-from just $999*

uck,
ugh the week.
birring around our island on a
k
eep left!) Our British ambiance and
3
s. Great tennis and golf. Treasure
Jr shops. Jogging on quiet seaside
img a 2-k "Fun Run" from Horseshoe
special feeling of being on a tiny ' .
Xed island, separated from
»nd everything by 600 miles of sea.
n
& break away io an island.that's
s
| sun, sand and surf. Contact your
el Representative or Travel Agent for
c|
a College Week details!

Transatlantic travel on Cunard's QE2 is an
experience of incomparable richness, And
now our standby fare makes sailing to
Europe in five glorious days and nights truly
irresistible!
^
From May through November these
standby fares of $999 or $1,099 on QE2,
and Vistafjord for $1,099, provide a berth in
a minimum-grade room for two, and a oneway, economy-class ticket between London
and Los Angeles, New York, Boston, Chicago, Detroit, Miami, Philadelphia or Washington, D C ; taxes extra, Or book QE2
alone-just $899 on standby, taxes extra.
This limited offer is subject to withdrawal
without notice and may not be combined
with any other offer Confirmation will be
given three weeks prior to sailing; a $100 ,
.deposit is required with your, request. For
details, see your travel agent or submit the .
application at right

CHOOSE FROM 20 SAILINGS IN 1989.
QE2 T O EUROPE:June 28;July 11,23; August 10,
25; September 4,24; October 9; November 8.
QE2 FROM EUROPE: July 4, 18; August.5, 15,30;
September 17,29; October 23; November 26.
VISTAFJORD T O EUROPE: May 26; June 3.
I

APPLICATION FOR QifSTANDBY

I

Cunard; Box 2935; Grand Central Station;
New York, NY 10163.
Mail this application and a deposit of $ 100.

Ist-choice sailing date

2nd-choice sailing date

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY.

APT. NO.

STATE

ZIP

(
Daytime phone

Evening phone

A ET O (") T 1

I

Bookings cancelled within 21 days of sailing will forfeit the $!00
deposit. Length-of-stay restrictions apply. QE2 registered in Great
Britain. Vistafjord registered in the Bahamas. © 1989 Cunard

'770-1403
Five-Plus-Star-QUEEN ELIZABETH 2, SAGAFJORD, VISTAFJORD, SEA GODDESS I & II • Four-Star-COUNTESS, PRINCESS
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Arts
Art View: An Interview With Charles Cordova
-By Beula TicknorAssistant Arts Editor
Charles Cordova is an art major
who had his senior art exhibit last
week in Garmany Hall at Austin Ails
Center. The exhibit consisted of
sculptures, drawings, lithographs and
transparencies selected from his four
years of art classes. I talked to Cordova about the exhibit, his inspiration, and plans.,
Once we were settled in his
elaborately-decorated Northam
double, I asked Cordova how he felt
about the exhibit.
•
"There could be more. There
• could always be more, I think. I've
never worked so hard as 1 did the 5 or
6 weeks before the show. Its the deadfine that really pushes you.
"There's a lor of different stuff
(in the show), and I think that's the
beauty of it. You lookat one wall, and
you see a couple drawings and stuff
and you can see some of that same
stuff some place else, I'm trying to
get people to break down the.barrier
ofjustgoing up to a piece and looking
at it once. If you can have people
going up to a piece 2 or 3 times, then
that's really good; you're doing, I
guess, what art should be doing.
"The show I think accomplishes
what I want it to. It is not necessarily
chronological, butl think to a certain
extent you can tell where I started
from, which drawings are further 2nd
year, 3rd year, all along the way. The
sculptures as well, from the second
year all along the way. There's more
within the piece to look at, there's
more issues being played out,, more
conflict. I think that's what a Senior
show should be."
Although all the pieces in the
exhibit are strong, the sculpture is the
:
most powerful. I asked Charles how
he felt about sculpture.

"Itdefinitelyismyfavoriteform.
I like working in a classic three-dimensional form. 1 feel two-dimensional space is very limiting if you
have not dedicated the time going
into it. As far as my favorite media,
it's sculpture, because it's ( pause ),
real, it's there, it's lifelike, it's not
something you can avoid. You have
a lot more possibilities, a lot more
opportunities in working in three
dimensions then in two dimensions."
Cordova's sculpture pieces are
very 'there'; they are very assertive
and strong, yet communicate thoughtfulness and sensitivity at the same
time. I asked Charles where his inspiration comes from.
"I think when you think of inspiration as a whole, our senior class as
compared to the classes before us
when we were undergraduates, we're
not very motivated, and I think inspirati on at an undergraduate level has to
come from the community, if the majority of students are motivated and
are going to put enough time into it."
Cordova did mention the efforts
of his fellow senior art majors who
.have put so much into the artistic
community, and credited his mother
with exposing him to the workings of
the art scene. He is very aware of the'
difficulties of surviving in the art
world, and is thus hesitant to continue
it as a profession, although he mentioned that "I very much want to do
art, I really do. I don't think I have
enough behind, me to apply to a
school."
Once again reflecting on the
show, Cordova added, "I guess if I
were to say something about my art, it
would be that there is not a lot there to
look at. I'm trying to invoke a certain
emotion with the least amount of
actual • 'stuff being there, (pause)
That's pretty tough to dp when you
think about it."

Los Angeles Guitar Quartet
Performs with Musical Passion

dance, orlrishjig.motifs. Thefinale, however, was beautifully done and
or the Dargeson, contained one possessed a good bit of drama.
Arts Writer
dominant melody that was passed
The Quartet then dove into the
The Los Angeles Guitar Quartet from each performer to the next, giv- modern era with American composer'
performed Saturday night for a large ing them a chance to dazzle the audi- Aaron Copland's interpretation of
Austin Arts Center crowd that was ence with their virtuosity. The end of actual western folk-tunes, Rodeo. Try
treated to a display of guitar preci- this work ended with an amazing, to imagine the theme from Rawhide
sion and musical passion. The four ascending minor scale solo that left overlapped with a fast-paced, banjomembers of the Quartet, arguably the quite a few mouths open.
like melody that contained a classic
best in the United States, Anisa
The next selection was Bach's touch of Copland atonality. This piece
Angarola, John Dearman, William Brandenburg Concerto #J which
was a lot of fun and very well reKanengiser, and Scott Tennant, of- was a well-executed display of com- ceived.
fered a diverse selection of guitar plex, ornate Baroque melody. This
The Cut that Wutkeci by Himself
pieces.that ranged from Celtic jigs was a fast-paced work that, similar to
is a brand-new piece by Dav id Leisner,
and Bach Baroque to fiery Spanish a lot of Baroque music, lacked the formerly one of the world's top clasflamenco.
friendliness of the. Celtic piece and
sical guitarists before a hand injury
St. Paul's Suite , a piece by the emotion of Spanish flamenco or
shortened his career.. The L. A. QuarGustav Hoist, was fe(,tive,.well-paced later Classical works. The adagio, or tet performed this eclectic, avantand leaned heavily on Celtic folk- slow part, of this Bach composition, garde composition with a great degree of technical'skill. To some,
however, this piece may not have
been as successful as the other selections on the program because of its
sparsity of motivic material.
The final piece called El Amor
Bnijo, by Manuel de Falla, Spain's
most celebrated composer of the 20thcentury, possessed a tremendous
"feu're working hard for your
range of emotions. This piece was
college degree But at graduation,
originally a ballet that told the story
you may be one of many people comof a young, gypsy girl haunted by the
jealous ghost of her dea'd lover. The
theme of the jealous wraith was a
Get the most from your degree Air Force
haunting, tense melody that was
ROTC is one way to help you get started. Our trainplayed with slow, powerful passion.
ing program gives you the management and leadership
This was contrasted to the violent
skills you need to succeed. As an Air Force officer, you'll put
gypsy Dance of Terror where the
your education to work in a responsible position from the
Quartet played Spanish flamenco as
very beginning.
if it were their last chance to ever do
ift a great opportunity Why settle for anything tess?
so. The story is resolved as the ghost
disappears, the girl kisses her living
love, and the gypsies dance in celeCAPT F CHRISTOPHER SWIFT
bration. This composition was the
203-486-2224
highlightof the performance and truly
exhibited the virtuosity and fire that •
this ensemble possess. If you took in
the perfo.rmance by the Los Angeles
Guitar Quartet Saturday night, your
appetite for brilliant music-contemporary. Classical, or flamenco-would
Leadership Ettdfence Starts Here
have been well-satisfied.
-By Dave Loew-

GET THE EDGE
ONTHE
COMPETITION

Photo by Sue Muik

Dirty Rotten Scoundrels
By Russell Kauff and Liz Healy
Russ:
Michael Caine is generally recognized as an excellent actor and
an illuminating on-screen personality. He has an extremely long list
of movies to his credit. Unfortunately, Mr. Caine, unlike most
actors-of his caliber, has not been
successful at discriminating to
which movies to lend his talents.
This, as we' re all aw are, has caused
him to be in several pretty bad
films. We're talking cheesy -as in
Limburger. This is.perhaps one of
the; reasons I am so glad he does
such a masterfully funny job in the
film Dirty Rotten Scoundrels.
In this hilarious comedy, which
co-stars Steve Martin, Caine plays
a very refined, high society conartist who finagles exorbitant sums
of money from gullible women who
visit the resort town on the French
Riviera where he owns a lavish
villa. Martin, who is certainly well
established among the comedy
elite, plays a nickel-and-dime conartist who encounters Caine; and
his scheme and becomes his pupii.
The scenes where Michael Caine
is teaching Steve Martin to be" refined, cultured 'and debonair instead of sleazy are priceless. The
slapstick is along the lines of what
one would find in the old Jerry
Lewis and Dean Martin moviesgreat stuff.
Unfortunately, the film does
drag on for a while as Martin quits
Caine's tutelage and the two make
a wager to see who really is the
better con-artist. The film still has
its moments, though. There are
times where Steve Martin lays on
the B.S. so thick for the woman
who has become their prize, that it

is positively sickening'and outrageously-funny.
In brief, this is not one of the best
movies I've ever seen and it does
have its weaknesses. But, if you'd
like to watch two genuinely funny
guys as they team up to form the
best comedy duo of the year, Dirty
Rotten Scoundrels is a sure bet.
Liz:
I had not expected to see Dirty.
Rotten Svoiindrels when we headed
out to the movies; bu t of course, Thc«
Accidental Tourist was sold out, so
it was our last resort. Yet I must say,
I was pleasantly surprised. It was a.
sophisticated comedy, that had me
laughing the whole way through,
Russ referred to it as the Jerry Lewis/Dean Martin school of slapstick,
yet with its romantic and scenic
French Riviera setting, I found it
reminiscent of the suave Cary Grant
films of the :1940's:
The plot is an extremely clever
one, yet I do agree that it lost some of
its punch mid-way, although ,it did
succeed in getting it back again/ To
sum it up, it's a funny story about
two sleazy, yet likeable.characters.
(Yes*, I think that is possible!)
With this film, Steve Martin
has undoubtably secured his position as one of the best comic actors
around. Often just his presence, or
one of his many expressions, makes
us burst out laughing. His masquerade as the deranged Rupert was one
of the most memorable scenes of the
filnv He has proven himself to be
the perennial "Jerk."
For a little light entertainment and
truly polished comedic performances,goandseeDirtyRottenScoundrels, (Just don't expect anything
too deep!)

MOVIE REVIEW
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Arts
CalendArt
DANCE
Friday, February 3,
8:00 p.m.
"Dance Fest '89"
Goodwin Theatre,
Austin Arts Center
Presents the works of Evan
Williams, Mary Barnett,
and Patti O'Neal.

"Illustrated Memories"
A selection of photograghs
by Anne Turyn
Real Art Ways
Through March 3
"Donatello at Close
Range"
Widener Gallery,
Austin Arts Center

Friday, February 3,
8:00 p.m.
[
American Indian
Dance Theatre
Jorgensen Auditorium,
UCONN

Through March 12
"Gods, Saints, and
Demons"
Art of India, Nepal, Tibet
The William Benton
Museum of Art, UCONN

Sunday, February 5,
2:00 p.m.
The Joseph Holmes
Dance Theatre
Goodwin Theatre,
Austin Arts Center

FILM

Friday and Saturday,
February 10 and 11,
8:00 p.m.
Annual Student/Faculty
Dance Concert
Goodwin Theatre,
Austin Arts Center
EXHIBITIONS
Sunday, February 5,
6:00 p.m.
''American Pictures"
A slide show presentation.
Washington Room,
Mather Hall
Through February 11
Mather Hall Art Space
Exhibition by Lisa
Weinberger '89
Mather Hall .
Through February 17

Friday and Saturday,
February 3 and 4,
8:00 p.m.
Sunday. February 5,
2:00 p.m. and 5:00 p.m.
The Bushnell Travel
Adventure Film Series
"The Nile Route"—
Sudan, Egypt, Nubia,
Kenya, and Ethiopia
MUSIC
Thursday, February 2,
8:00 p.m.
Classical Conversations:
"The Italian Influence"
Hartford Symphony
Orchestra at The Bushnell

Organ 1989 Concert Series
Michael Murray
Trinity College Chapel
Tuesday and Wednesday,
February 7 and 8,
8:00 p.m.
Classical Series: Bartok,
Prokofiev, Rachmaninoff
Hartford Symphony
Orchestra at The Bushnell
Wednesday, February 8,
4:00 p.m.
Lecture — "Opera Arias in
Vienna in the 1780's, or
Mozart Was Less Original
than You Think"
John Platoff, Assistant
Professor of Music
Alumni Lounge,
Mather Hall
POETRY
Wednesday, February 1,
8:15 p.m.
Reading by Nikki Giovanni
Goodwin Theatre,
Austin Arts Center
Friday, February 10,
8:00 p.m.
Reading by Michelle Cliff,
a Jamaican "poet and
novelist.
•
Rittenberg Lounge,
Mather Hall
.
THEATRE

Saturday, February 4,
8:15 p.m.
Bill Lowe - Andy Jaffe
Repertory Big Band
Austin Arts Center
Sunday, February 5,
3:00 p.m.
February Festival for

Friday, February 3,
8:00 p.m.
"Shimmer" a one-man
semi-autobiographical
performance
Written and directed by
John O'Keefe
Real Art Ways

Arts News
Poetry Contests
American Poetry Association
$11,000 in prizes!!!
Poets may enter the contest by sending up to six poems, each no
more than 20 lines, name and address on each page.
Send to:
American Poetry Association
Dept. CT-22
250 A Potrero Street
P.O. Box 1803
Santa Cruz, CA 95061-1803

Deadline is June 30, 1989.
Entry is FREE.
The Second Annual Coastal Classic Poetry Contest
$1,000 in prizes!!!
Each poet may enter one (and only one) poem, 20 lines or less, on
any subject, written in any style. Poem and poet's name and address
must be typed or printed on one side of a sheet of typing paper.
Send toCoastal Classic Poetry Contest
Great Lakes Poetry Press
P.O. Box 56703
Harwood Heights, IL 60656

Deadline is February 15, 1989.
Entry is FREE.

Joseph Holmes
Dance Theatre
February 5,1989
2 p.m.
Austin Arts Center
Tickets
$8 General Admission
$6 Students/Senior Citizens
The Austin Arts Center
Presents

The Bill Lowe-Andy Jaffe
Repertory Big Band
An evening of contemporary big .band jazz
featuring seventeen instrumentalists plus vocalists.
February 4,1989
8:15 pm
For tickets and the latest information
contact the box office at
297-2199
^Performance Pass Event*
i Andrea Hairston (!cU», performed 'Flight from
The Chrysalis Theatre Company, featuring vismng Fruie»ui
Photo by Sue Muik
Meaning" last Friday Evening.
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Arts
Trinity Rhythms
-By Scott BurgerWRTC"Promotions Director
For this week's column I would
like to introduce WRTC DJ Larry
' D \ who has worked at thestation for
about five years now. He does the
popular specialty show "Out to
Lunch", which is on every Tuesday
from noon to 3 p.m.
"Out to Lunch" is ostensibly an
attempt to explore the outer realms of
fusion jazz, but this description does
not adequately describe the total chaos
of Larry's show. Perhaps the best
way to get a sense of Larry's show is
to leam a little about Larry himself.
Larry 'D' ( Lawrence Stevens
Derdeyn), 26 years old, grew up in
Natchez, Mississippi, "the Home Of
theBlues". Larry's, father was agifted
blues musician'who taught Larry piano. Larry's family moved to Hartford in 1978. Larry became a member
of WRTC soon after graduating from
Hartford High School. In the past,

Larry has done other shows with titles
like "Save the Wails" and "Afternoon
Zappa" (only music by FrankZappa).
His current show is named after a
rather disturbing incident that took
place several years ago. Larry became hungry during his show and
decided to put on a really long Miles
Davis selection while he went down
to the Cave to grab some food. Back
when this happened, the Cave was
still piping WRTC in through speakers in the ceiling. So Larry 'D' was
chomping into a Caveburger and listening to his show on the ceiling
speakers When suddenly the record
started to skip. Larry ran back to the
station and put on another record, but
he still got in trouble with WRTC's
Board of Directors for countless rule
violations. When the Board finally
gave Larry his show back, Larry
named it "Out to Lunch" to remind
himself not to try a stunt like that
again.
If any students are interested in
meeting Larry l D', all they have to" do
is go down to Bob's D&D Liquor

WRTC & The Music Scene

Store where Larry works as a "beer
specialist". Larry moonlights as a
pianist in several Hartford restaurants.
He also plays keyboards in his fusionrock band, the Zy-wacks,which is
named after a fine Polish lager. Some
Trinity students may remember his
old band called Facelift. His favorite
music includes Magma, the Beatles,
and King Crimson. His goal in life is
to turn more people on to "happening
music, film, and beer". Hopefully,
you can do this by tuning in to his
show on every Tuesday.
With Larry's help, I have assembled this small guide to Hartford's
jazz scene: The best place for jazz in
Hartford continues to be the 880 Club
on 880 Maple Avenue (525-2428). It
showcaseslivejazzfivenightsaweek.
Open Mike Night is Sunday, while
the national acts usually play there on
Thursdays. The popular fusion band
Street Temperature plays at the 880
every Friday night. Lloyd's, on 60
Washington Street (549-4322) brings
in a lot of national acts like Taj Mahal
and Adam Makowics. You need res-

Soundgarden: The Next Led
Zeppelin?... I Hope Not!!!
Lee-Roth-clothes or gobs of cakedon makeup. They are simple guys
Special to the Tripod
who happen to care more for their
music than for their fashion. As for
These past few years there seems the Led Zeppelin influence, yes, it
to have been a glut of bands, most of does sound a little Zep-like, but more
them really bad heavy metal, who've like Zep filtered through a lot of punk
been compared with those now de- bands, like. Scratch Acid, early
funct, but nevertheless ama/.ing gods Bauhaus, Black Flag, and even Sonic
of classic rockand roll, LedZeppelin. Youth. Adding to this maelstrom of
bet's faceJt, there is no comparison thrashing punk noise are their own
between Whitesnake (or Kingdom admitted influences: guitarist Kim
Come) and the real Led Zep (case in Thayil likes Kiss and the MC5, baspoint; which would you rather have sistHiro Yamamotb likes Neil Young
on a desert island. Kingdom Come or anfl the Butthole Surfers, drummer
Led Zeppelin IV???). Why can't Matt Cameron likes jazz saxophonist
peoplejust let it alone? LedZeppelin John Col trane and classical composer
is not going to comeback. Even if we Claude Debussy, and singer Chris
could get Oral Roberts to raise John Cornell likes Alice Cooper and the
Bonham from the dead, I seriously Meat Puppets; "Ultramega OK"
doubt he would want to play drums sounds like none of these. "Beyond
after seeing his own death.
• the Wheel" drones like the lowest
What is all this leading to? ... dirge, while Chris Cornell screams
SOUNDGARDEN. The new album his lungs out in a Robert Plant-style
by the Seattle-based band vocal (whoops, there's that Zep
Soundgarden, entitled "Ultramega comparison again). The song "Circle
OK" is a great alburn, and once again of Power" chugs along in the odd 5/4
every review 1 have seen of their time until it suddenly bursts into an
albums or live shows compares them almost normal chord change for a few
to Led Zeppelin, but so what? Yes, bars, as the weirdest lyrics, sung in
they do sound a I ittle like Led Zeppe- the weirdest voice (a psychotic counlin, butso what? After all, when Led try drawl?) blast along above it all.
Zeppelin first came out people were Other songs like "All Your Lies" and
comparing them with the Yardbirds, "Head Injury" (which seems to be a
or John Mayal's Bluesbreakers, two love song) crank along at full throtle,
bands which now bear little resem- and then suddenly slow down to a
blance to Zeppelin: Soundgarden, quiet distortion-laced chord change,
unlike Poison, or White Lion, or maybe even with a bass solo floating
Whitesnake, do not look like women. along underneath. Some songs even
Yes, 3/4 of them do have long hair, seem like experimental jokes: acover
but they don't wear flashy-David- of John Lennon's "One Minute of
-By Chris Lichatz-

Silence" for example. The highlight.
of the album is a tune called, simply
enough, "Flower." It starts out like
some new age instrumental- guitar
played with a violin bow- and then
bursts into a psychotic blues riff, over
which the most amazingly simple
melody floats. It is an incredibly loud
song, but is relaxing, somewhat like
Led Zeppelin's "Whole Lotta Love"
(whoops, did it again). If you're
looking for stupefying guitar pyrotechnics, forget it. Soundgarden keeps
to noisy, free form, blues solos; solos
which borrow more from Black Flag's
Greg Ghin than Eddie Van Halen.
All in all, Soundgarden ROCKS, and
I mean REALLY ROCKS, they
ROCK like folks used to do before
synthesizers became more popular
than guitars.
What does the future hold for
Soundgarden? Their first album,
"Screaming Life", came out a year
ago on Sub Pop Records, and this
latest one, "Ultramega OK", was released on the growing SST label, and
is currently number one on the College Music Journal's list of best new
albums. Theirnext album is slated to
come out within a year on A&M
Records, so after only four years of
playing together, they have signed to
a major record deal with nowhere to
go but up. Trust me, buy theirnewest
album now, so you can say you liked
them before everybody else heard of
them, and remember: play it loud.
Led Zeppelin can't ever come back,
so we must look for someone new.

PIZZARONI
N.Y. Style Pizza
Calzones
White Clam Pizza
Giant Submarines
Variety of Pastas
Chicago Stuffed Pizza
Sheet Pan Party Pizza
Stromboli
Free Delivery: Call 249-3899

ervations, though. The Bushnell on
Capitol Avenue has a lot of jazz.
Other venues include the Club Car
(Htfd), Benjamin's (Htfd), Griswold
Inn (Essex), Shenanigans (Htfd), the
New Haven Palace, the Springfield
Paramount (MA), and a wide selection of smaller clubs. Because of the
over-21 drinking law, I recommend
that students see some of the concerts
at near-by colleges like at UCONN's
Jorgenson Auditorium, UMASS at
Amherst's. Arts Center, and the Hartt
School of Music at the University of
Hartford. Also.let's' not forget
Trinity's Austin Art Center (The Bill
Lowe-Andy Jaffe Repertory B ig Band
on Feb.4). There is lots of live jazz in
the area for those who want to see it.
, For more information you can call the
Connecticut Jazz Federation (6667043) or the Hartford Jazz Society
(242-6688). WRTCfeaturesjazzfrom
6 to 9 every weekday morning and 3
to 6 every weekday afternoon. If that
is not enough jazz for you, tune in to*
WWUH 91.3 fm (UHart's Station)
from 9 to noon every weekday morn-

ing and from 9 to midnight every
Tuesday to Friday night. If this is still
not enough jazz for you, then leam an
instrument and join the Trinity Jazz
Band-they need you.
I really don't have room for any
random notes this week, but I will
mention this - The Ghostshirts will be
playing this Friday at Dagny's in
downtown Hartford. They will be
opening for All The Voices,
UCONN's best original rock band.
This gig.should not be missed!
WRTC Trivia Question: The
answer to last week's WRTC Trivia
Question is Robert Frost. Tim
Bimschein '90 guessed the correct
answer and won a Jimmy Cliff 12"
single, a Cowboy Junkies 12" single,
and a Fixx CD single.
The WRTC Trivia Question for
this week is which dormitory was
WRTC in before it moved to the Cook
dormitory? Guesses, along with any
comments, may be sent through campus mail to Box 45.

WRTC Rock Top 10
89.3 FM
1. King Missile (Dogfly Religion)
2, Sonic Youth
3. Sound Garden
4. Dinosaur Jr.
5. Cowboy Junkies
6. Dead Milkmen
7. Pussy Galore
8. Godfathers
9. New Order
10. They Might Be Giants

Cave Quiz!
Wfio is the only man to be inducted into both the baseball and
football Hall of Fame?

The winner of each week's Cave Quiz will recieve one
Cave Cheeseburger, one small order of French Fries, and
one medium Soft Drink, FREE OF CHARGE, from the
Cave.
All entries must be devlivered to Box 1310 before 5:00pm
Friday. Please include your name, box number, and your
telephone number with your entry. One entry per
participant.
In the case of more than one correct answer, one winner
will be drawn from all correct entries.
The winner of last weeks Cave Quiz was Bill Sullivan of
Washington, D.C. Bill correctly answered the question
"Who wrote Caseij at the Bat?"
Casey at the Bat was written by Ernest Lawrence Thayer.
It first appeared in 1888 in the San Francisco Examiner.
Enjoy your meal, Bill!
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Spotlight
Trinity Sophomore Poet Tours Connecticut
school students are turned off by
poetry is that, from what I remember,
a lot of the stuff is inaccessible.
You don't come across poetry
too often and then when they try to
teach it as a part of education they
would try to .pick works that arc accepted as quality stuff and those usually use very elevated language. It is
very good stuff but then you read
it...well, you would rather know about
something that is going on with yourself-something that tells about what
you are going through, rather than
about a topic like man's existence in
the universe. That is part of the turnoff, the inaccessiblity and-also not
being able to relate.
I try to write stuff about what
happens on a regular day. I had a
normal childhood, but there is tremendous power in just a small event.
But if it happened to you a long time
ago, in the process of recalling that, I
think that incident or story takes on a
lot of power. Not the story itself but
in you recalling it and trying to make
sense of it now- now that you are
older, and you know better and you
know you won't get into that again.

-By Christine StnitliSpotlixlit Editor

Not too many students, high
school and college alike, read, let
alone, write poetry. It is often regarded within this practical, agressive generation as being flaky, odd,
or even queer—especially for males.
However, for some, poetry as a form
of literary expression continues to be
a enjoyable, personal experience.
One student at Trinity College,
sophomore Sung Hong, has taken his
poetry writing out of the Trinity community (one of his poems was published in the last issue of the Trinity
Review) to other campuses in the
Connecticut area. He was chosen by
the Connecticut Poetry Circuit as one
of four Connecticut Student Poets for
1989.
When the contest was announced in his class he submitted
four pages of poetry from one of his
English courses to his professor which
was done at many colleges in Connecticut. Two professors in the
English Department at Trinity chose
his work to be submitted to another
pool which had representatives from
these colleges, such as Yale,
Wesleyan, Connecticut College and
• Central Connecticut State University. From there they chose five students who were to do a poetry reading tour of eight Connecticut colleges. The other students include
senior Adina Hoffman of Wesleyan,
junior Monica Prasad of Yale,- and
John Stambaugh, a senior at University of Bridgeport. The fifth student,
a second semester senior at the time,
chose not to take part in the readings.
The first reading took place at
Trinity College last Thursday, January 26. at 8:15 pm in the Faculty
Lounge. Their works offered a wide
variety of perspectives because of
the student-poets' different ethnic
backgrounds. One poet, Adina
Hoffman, was Jewish and had1 spent
all of last year in Jerusalem. Monica
Prasad's family originated in India.
Sung, who is Korean, spent the first
thirteen years of his life in his native
country, and last, John Stambaugh,
comes from Fairfield, Connecticut.
When I spoke with Sung after the
reading, lie commented, " 1 ' think
because we have such different back-,
grounds it makes for a really interest!
ing group. We balance each other
out."
They had only one rehearsal
before the first reading, but he felt
that just hearing and watching other
students read, even one or two times,
was very worthwhile. "Adina (the
poet from Wesleyan) was -just so
smooth," he said, "She is very experienced; 1 should learn how to read
like that." "But," he added. "I really
didn't write stuff to get read in public
in the first place, I pretty much wrote
for myself."
When we continued the interview the next day, I discovered that
indeed, poetry writing for Sung is
much more of a personal experience
than just reading it aloud to an audience.
•:
When did you start writing poetry

It sounds as if writing poetry is not
Sophomore poet Sung Hong reads to a Trinity College audience in the Faculty lounge last
S li; \lj :
just for the audience, but more for
Thursday night. The reading was the first of a series of eight readings at various Connecticut colleges.
you.
and why did you choose poetry as a
Another thing that is important, feelings towards our friends and things
means of expression?
as someone said after the reading the that are happening in ourjives and if It definitely keeps me more alert and
other night, that the poems seemed . you write about them they become thoughtful about things that happen
I started writing poetry last year. I very honest, not in that you said more intimate-you can keep in touch to me, what I.do. It makes you less
was trying to get into a fiction work- • something that was truthful, but that with the past.
careless I guess. You are more intenshop with a certain professor but the we meant what we said, that we felt
When you're thinking aboutyour tional abbutwhatyou aredojng. Like
class was all filled up and she was for the subject-like trying to move childhood almost as if you are reliv- the tilings you say to your friends, you
teaching another course about poetry. honest with the subject matter and ing it or recreating it- as one poet put mean to say, and also what you do.
I didn't know too much about poetry being more up to front.
it, "you must revise your childhood-"- Being more aware—it wakes you up
but I always thought poetry was preyou make the past more immediate I guess.
tentious. So, I went in there with What usually inspires you to write like everything happend just five
reservations, but she was a very good a poem?
minutes ago. I am getting a little I hope that we didn't get too much
teacher and she taught me to appreciphilosphical, but it is as though your into theory, a lot of it is premature.
ate it. I was exposed to a lot more con- Someone asked me if I get inspired to life becomes more coherent.
Tomorrow, I am probably going to
temporary poetry which is very dif- write poetry, but I haven't been inchange my philosophy, let's talkabout
ferent from what we read in high spired yet. I think lately, my preoccu- Most young people nowadays tend ; something else:.; •
•? -:: .•.:.
school. I think they call it the open pation has been writing about my to steer away from poetry^-whydo
form or the free verse, it runs more childhood because that's when you you think that is so?
Who are your favorite poets?
like prose or narrative.
try to piece things together—you
make sense of things, like what your A few people, even my friends, are Richard Hugo, William Stafford is
Why did you think poetry was pre- parents say. A- lot of these things you calling rnequeer, or say, "you must be my favorite. Steven Dunn, James
see for the first time and when you put pretty traumatized to want to write Galvin, I don't know too many poets
tentious?
two and two together, trying to estab- about your childhood-stuff like that. yet.
It is very thick, there a lot of words lish some type of reason behind things- Part of the reason that I think high
you have to look up in the dictionary. it is a lot like the process of writing.
Even poetry of the last generation-a You are trying to discover things—
lot of words they use are very obscure,, sometimes you don't know what
HOMECOMING
you only come across them in the you're writing about But in the procpoetry, whereas novels are more con- ess of writing, certain words are
This morning, something clear in the sun reminds me
versational. I would re'ad a poem and evoked when you recall the events or
of when I first touched Erica's breasts: the wild
there were words that I was not famil- images, when you put certain words
iar with because-a lot of words have together you sometimes discover an
fear, the momentary blindness, the sprint home,
more than one meaning and they all emotion you didn't have before.
the silence during recess the next day.
have different connotations, so even
One of my professors said that
if you understand the whole poem writing is like investigating an emoyou might not understand where the tion. You don't always know where
And the time Johnny held me in a headlock
poet is coming from and you still your emotions originate from-you can
arid made my • throat jump when he whispered
can't relate to the poet or writer be- be angry but there's a lot more to it
cause you don't know in what context than just being angry. When you are
in my ear, "I'll never let you go."
he is using those words.
writing you are putting that emotion
And he never did, says my memory.
under consideration, trying to materiHow do you think your feelings alize it to a certain degree by giving it
And all those times out in the parking lot,
about this "poetry of the last gen- words.' Once you write the words
eration" are reflected in your own down everything appears on the page.
staring at the same square of light, half-hoping
work?
Do you ever find it hard to express
half-dreading to hear my kid-brother yell
•. . '
I try to be more straightforward in my yourself.'
when
supper
was
finally
over,
writing and the words I use are very:
prose-y, words that you would come • Sometimes I know I feel a certain way
"Dad says you can come in and eat now."
across in conversations. I think there towards somebody or something and
And my repeating the words with each step,
is a lot of power in that-in reworking , I try to write it down, but I can't quite
those words and putting them in a pinpoint it so in that case you'd have
to give it up. We all have vague
very condensed form.
a game I played as a I climbed the stairs, • •

"I-Can-Come In-Now-Come-In-Now-Come-In..."

FUTURE DATES FOR CONNECTICUT STUDENT POETS' READINGS:
Wednesday, February i

Wesleyan University, Middletowh,

, ;

»

Wednesday, Febrary 15

Mohegan Community College, Malian Drive,:
Norwich. -Arrive by 7:00 p m for readings at 7:30 pm.

••-•••
:. .

Connecticut College, New London

•

Arrive by 7:30 pm for readings at 8:00 p m .
Wednesday, February 22

Central Connecticut State University, 1615 Stanley Street, New Britain.
Arrive by 7:30 p m for readings at 8:00 pm.

Thursday, February 23

'

University of Bridgeport, Bridgeport.

•

• I'm so tired I can't get up

Manchester Community College, Manchester.

•••

Arrive by.7;30 p m for readings at 8:00 p m .
Tuesday, February 28

••

On a cool summer evening
. : The dishes put away
,
'
There's not telling how long
She'll stay sprawled out
'
,: :
On the kitchen floor
. • .-,. •'.•..'. .';
'
Eating grapes in the dark
Laughing to herself ,.
•

The Russell House Program. Readings at 8:00 p m . Reception following.
Wednesday, February 8

HOUSEWIFE

•

j

Arrive by 7:00 pm for readings at 7:30 pm. Founders' Room, Whalstrom Library

:

Wanting nothing more
Not even a napkin
The juice running down
By Sung Hong
Theside of her mouth.
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Sports
Women's Squash Promising Despite 1-2 Record
by two Trinity alumni, Kat Castle '85
and Nat Perkins '87, who boostered
their rosters and continued in the
Trinity tradition of competitive play.
Last weekend the team played
away at Franklin and Marshall and
The Trinity Women's Squash faced a disappointing 4-5 loss. Deteam has proven itself to be hard- spite the loss, several players showed
working and determined^ returning . incredible strength and talent. Capearly from vacation to face long and tain Nan Campbell (# 1) played one
grueling double session practices. of the top collegiate players in the
Their dedication has clearly paid off, country, and barely lost in a five game
as evidenced by the top performance
play of the last few weeks.
The team travelled to Boston at
the end of vacation to face tough
scrimmages versus Harvard and two
women's club teams. Besides providing a sense of team unity, these
matches gave the team valuable experience for upcoming tournament '
play in the Howe Cup at Yale. One of
thetwoopposingelubteams was aided
-by Louise McCarthy and
Anne NicholsonSports Writers

Wrestlers
Maturing
Continued from Page 20
ity counterparts. Six Trinity wrestlers were defeated as Kisor '91,
Taylor '92, Weiss, Konevich '91,
Harney '91, Kirkpatrick '92, and
Motsenigos '92 bowed to the Engineers. 126 lb. Kim won by forfeit.
Nicholas Sims '92 pinned his
opponent. "Sims just dwarfs his
opponents, otitmuscles them, and
turns them over with his size," explained amato.. Amato was also
pleased with the performance of 118
lb. Charles Wallace, who recorded a
7-7 tie with an opponent who pinned
him last week. "That was great for
hiirif It showjs he's improving and
that his hard work is paying off."
Despite the loss Amato was pleased
with his wrestlers" efforts.
Satuday's match with Williams
was another story altogether. "We
were wrestling better," explained
Amato,"but we didn'thave the desire
to win. There were three matches that
went their way that we could have
won. Those three matchescould have
been the difference."
"I think we learned a valuable
lesson. Williams didn't have better
wrestlers, they had more desire. They
wanted to win more and you could
see it."
Only three Bantams left the mat
victorious, as seven Bants were defeated. 167 lb. sophomore Paul Harney (4-3) came back from a 5-0 deficit to win his match by a pin. Wrestling one weight class up, at 190 lbs.,
Jack Kirkpatrick (4-2-1) recorded a
6-3 victory. HWT. Nicholas Sims
recorded his third pin of the week in
as many tries to advance his record to
3-1 on the season.
The Bants wrestled against W.
N. E. C. and Bridgewater State last
night at Trinity's "Unit D." Results
were not available for this printing.
"The last time we wrestled at
• home we had a lot of fans there,"
commented Amato, "and the support
was really appreciated."
The next home wrestling match
•will be at

match. Sophomore Courtney Geelan
faced a ringer transfer student from
India, but she pulled out a stunning
victory. Phoebe Sylvester (# 6), after
returning from a semester abroad,
snapped back into shape and won her
match 3-2. Mimi Keller (#9) also
pulled off an amazing comeback to
outwit her opponent with a 3-2 victory.
After the disappointing loss to
Franklin and Marshall the team re-

deemed itself by crushing Tufts 9-0
on Saturday. Trinity did not even lose
a single game throughout the match,
showing its determination to prove
itself to be a relentless team. Captain
Nan Campbell-commented, "We're a
young team, but we're hoping to surprise many of our opponents with our
determination and enthusiasm."
Coach Wendy Bartlett also
epxressed confidence in the team's
ability this season. She says, "Since

double sessions the team has been
playing well. Clearly we are mentally and physically equipped to meet
any opponent." With the aid of several new freshman payers and the
experience of the returning seniors
and other players, Trinity has a stong
lineup this season.
The team faces a challenging
match with Yale this Wednesday at
4pm. Pleace come the cheer on the
Lady Bants to victory.

NOW THAT
YOU'RE FINISHED
WHERE DO YOU
START?
Graduation probably represents the end of a race well run.
But with every company telling you how bright your future is, how
do you decide where to start your career?
To begin, you'll have to ask the right questions.
What are the entry-level jobs for someone with your major? How
well will you be trained? Will you be pigeonholed, or will you have a
chance to explore diverse career opportunities?
The Travelers, a $50 billion insurance and financial services leader,
offers positions in insurance, finance, actuarial, management, data processing and much more. We have great training to start with, and varied
career paths to pursue as you develop your skills.
So, now that you're finished, why not start with The Travelers...
and begin the real race?
We'll be on campus Wednesday, February 15th. To schedule an
interview, sign up in the Career/Placement office.

IheTravelersj
You're better off under the Umbrella?"

Cave Quiz!
Try pour
luck at
sports
trivia every
week in the
Tripod!

The Travelers Companies, Hartford, Connecticut 06183,

An Equal Opportunity Employer.
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Sports
Hockey
Lady Cagers Lose Three Straight Games
Rebounds

fense and snatching 6 boards. But the
-by Matthew G. Millerinside strength and rebounding of the
Sports Sniff Writer
tough Clark squad began to take their
Continued from Page 20
After riding high for the first 6 toll. With6' widebody TaraMcGuire.
With 4:17 left in the period,Tom weeks of the season, the Trinity Col- and 5'II" leaper Anastine Hector
Scull finished a nice passing play by lege Women's Basketball Team inside. Clark dominated both the oflinemates Trip Mtinley and Bill dropped 3 straight decisions last week, fensive and defensive boards, comMacartney. Mauley worked the puck to drop their overall record to 5-3. bining for 24 rebounds, and outreacross the hlueline and dumped it off The losses came at the hands of Clark, bounding the Lady Bants 52-30 for
at the right point to Macartney. Nichols, and Coast Guard. 71 -59,74- the game.
Down by just 4 with 2:30 reMacartney fought off a check, and 66. and 71-58 respectively, with the
maining. Trinity missed some key
dumped it down to Manley. who had final two coming on the road.
Against Clark, theiady Bants free throws, and Clark began hitting
moved down the right wing. Manley
quickly redirected the pass from played an excellent game. The Cou- theirs to make the filial margin a
Macartney to the slot where Scull gars came in ranked 9th in the coun- misleading 71 -59. McGuire led Clark
try, and riding a 14 game winning with 19 points, while point guard Deb
snapped it by Dawson.
streak. The score at half was 31-31.
The third period started with the In that opening stan/.a, the two teams Cormier tossed in 12, and Hector 10.
Bantams holding a 3-2 lead. The were even not in Score alone, but also For the Lady Bants, Kolstad finished
aggressive Ibrecheeking of the Trin- the level of play and in intensity. with 18 points and 6 rebounds in her
ity forwards pinned UConn in its own With MaryanneO'Donnell at the point best effort, both offensively and dezone at the beginning of the third playing very well, and with Kirsten fensively of the year, and Farquhar
period. While both teams were skat- Kolstad and Karyn Farquhar hitting finished with 14poifuson7-l 1 shooting four on a side because of match- from both inside and out, the Lady ing.
On Thursday, January 26th the
ing minor penalties, the Trinity de- Bants seemed poised for an upset.
Lady Bants travelled to Dudley,
fense broke down. Erik Laakso's
The second half was much the Massachusetts to face the Nichols
clearing attempt was stolen smartly
by UConn forward Brian Verrier. .same as the first, with both teams College Bisons. A letdown would
Verrier broke in alone on Gorman taking small leads, only to be caught not have been asuiprise, and it wasn't.
Freshman Amy Trin came out flat, and never really
and scored on a nice deke move with and overtaken.
9:18 remaining in the game. Trinity Chiodo was a strong presence inside got it going.' Trin's flatness, comand UConn traded scoring chances in and finished with a tough 9 points bined with the fact that the Nichols
the remaining minutes but both inside, while playing excellent de- gym floor is made of linoleum (reDawson and Gorman stood tall.
Gorman made a flury of saves with
five minutes remaining to keep his
team even. Dawson made his biggest
save of the night when he robbed
Trinceri with 11 seconds remaining
in the game.
The Bantams tallied 1:59 into
overtime when Da"ren Steinberg shoveled in a rebound from a Jay Williamson wrist shot. Dawson made the
save on Williamson's drive from the
fight face-off circle, but he lost confrol of the rebound to his left. Steinberg put it in, and a UConn defensemen then put Steinberg in the net.
Ironically, Steinberg had been playing the fourth line all game, but Coach
Dunham moved him to right wing on
the Williamson line foi defensive
purposes. The Trinity Coach had
gone to using only thiee lines in the
last ten minutes of the game and the
overtime session.
The Bantams are 3-0 in oveitime
' games. The Bantams aie cmlently 94 as they enter the coming week with
road games against Holy Cross on
Wednesday and Fan field on Satuiday. The hockey team teturns home
next Monday night against the Bisons Men's and Women's Swimming will host Fairfield on February 4th.
of Nichols College.

ally!!!), showed that this was definitely going to be a hard game to win.
Again, the main shortcoming on the
floor was a lack of inside defense and
rebounding. At one point in the second half, U of the Bisons' 17 field
goals hadcome from within 5 feet of
the basket. 6"1" freshman Linda
Rose led the char^ft, shooting 12-18
from the field, and finishing with 26
points and 13 rebounds, and Michelle
Poulin who scored 22 to go along
with 8 rebounds.
Point guard Dee Reed, the acknowledged star of the squad was not
a factor, fouled out with 5 innoucuous
points and little else, but her containment was simply not enough. Leading the Lady Bants was Leanhe
LeBrun, with 20 points and 9 rebourids,and Karyn Farquhar. who hit
for 16 points. Paula Murphy contributed 6 points in an effective stint off
the bench. The games final score was
Nichols 74. Trinity 66. .
On Saturday the 28th, the Lady
Bants travelled to New London to
face the Coast Guard Academy Bears.
The result was another disappointing
loss.1 Trin did play a better game than
at Nichols, but never seemed to ignite
and find their pace. The Bears used a

Photo by Sean Lawrence

running penetrating style to sprint to
an early lead which they never relinquished after an Amy Chiodo 3 point
play save the Lady Bants (heir last
lead at the 9:28 mark of the first half.
Using an alternating 2-3, loose man
defense. Coast Guard clogged up the
middle and forced Trin to stay outside, where only Jen Barr and Karyn
Farquhur experienced any degree of
success. Farquhar again led the team
with 16 points, and played a strong
game. Chiodo recovered from a poor
Nichols game to hit for 11 points, the
same total as Leanne LeBrun.
Penetrating auard Jennifer
Revelle led Coast Guard with 17
points, 9 of them from the foul line.
6'1" Rochelle DuBo.se also scored
17» 13 of them in the second half.
Again Trinity was outrebounded and
outmuscleti inside, and Coast Guard
scored a lot of points on second chance
opportunities.'
Only 2 Paula Murphy 3-point
shots kept the Lady Bants close in the
second half, and the Bears coasted to
their 9th win of the year, the final
being 71-58.
Hoop Talk: Coach Maureen Pine
picked up her first technical of the
year at Nichols. Not to blame them
for the losses, but the referees in the
last 2 games have been atrocious. At
Nichols it was to be expected, but at
Coast Guard it was just horrible; as
long as Coast G uard bounced the ball,
• say...onceevery 5 minutes orso, travelling violations were notcalled. But
then again, neither was Karyn
Farquhar's fine open field tackle of
CGA point guard Sue Gregg. "Boxing out" will be the key term in this
week's practices. The inside offense
had been quite good, but the rebounding and inside defense has to be improved, Paula Murphy's 3-poihters
against Coast Guard were Trin's first
of the year. Jen Barr has proved to be
a steady i ng i nfl uence in the backcourt,
and Debby Glew has been playing
solid defense The continued absence
ot the tough inside defender/rebounder Laura Petrovic has shown Trm's
lack of inside depth. This is a good
team, with the potential to be better.
Hard work, and an improved mental
outlook will carry this team back to
piominence They showed against
Clark that they can play with the best,
now they have to prove it all ovei
again It is a tough task, but cei tainly
not beyond the capabilities of this
team

Women's Swimming
Men's Squash 2-3 on Season Loses
to Holyoke,
-by James A. Beakey Jr.Sports Staff Wnte'i
The division I men's vaisity
squash team has gone two and thiee
in its last five matches Two matches
took place before the winter bieak
Tufts and Franklin and Marshal came
to Hartford for a thiee way match
with the Bants. The fust match pitted
the nine men of Trinity versus the
pacaderms of Tufts Univeisity. The
Jumbos were soundly thrashed 8-1
Notable performances weie
turned in by David "Turkey" Confair
and Scott English, confairout hustled
his opponent and gained a 3-0 victory. English also took chdige and
crushed his opponent 3-0. In the
night cap the bants faced a highly
skilled;Franklin and Maishal squad.
The highlight in Trinity's 7-2 loss
was provided by the two time AllAmerican Chris Smith.
Smith
smashed the opposition with remarkable rail shots and superbly played
corner shots to win 3-0 The game
played at the number two position
was a heart breaker loss. Captain Bob
Hopkins lost in five games in a fantastic match. Hopkins provided the
crowd with thrilling play, most noted
for stinging cross-courts that caused
his opponent to dive in desperation
for a return shot, the final game found
Hopper tied at four in a five set tie

bleaker which ended in a bittei defeat
Just prior to the winter break the
men's nine hosted a clinic by Mark
Talbot Talbot is the number one
playei on the men's professional
squash toui and a Tnnity alumnae
Number one Chi is Smith played
Talbot in a demonstration game The
shots made by both players were
i emarkable Talbot was very pleased
with the play of the team remarking
that, " all the playeis have a gieat
deal of tajent and the team can play
well against all opponents."
During the wmtei break the top
five players participated in a five man
tournament in Boston, which included
some of the best players m the woild
In their first match Trinity faced
Western Ontario The team suffered
a 5-0 loss The best play of this match
was found in the number five position John "The Pleaser" Ralston
lived up to his name sake by taking
his opponent to five games only to be
cheated of the victory due to a highly
questionable let call by his opponent
In the second match of the tourney
Trinity faced its intercollegiate rival,
Dartmouth The Bants won 4-1.
Noteworthy play by Hopkins and
Ralston, both of whom came back
from a 2-0 deficit to win 3-2, led the
team to victory.
With the new year came old
rivals for Trinity The first match of

'89 brought the Big Green of Dartmouth to Hartford The Bants suffered a disappointing 7-2 loss in a
match they had hoped to win Smith
once again showed his command of
the game by defeating his opponent
Smith's match did not go on without
incident, though When the Dartmouth player called a let on a unreturnable forehand rail Chris became
incensed and a shouting match ensued. This just enraged Smith and
caused him to knock the ball with
increased veloc ity, sending his opponent down in defeat Tick Campbell
showed his adept racquet skills in a 31 loss The match was marked by
di/zying wall play and numei ous three
wall nicks.
Trinity's next match was unnoteworthy with the best play com ing
from Smith in the number one position Smith lost the second game in a
five point tie breaker that was tied at
four to four. The Bants ended up
dropping all nine games to a superior
Yale squad. Trinity's latest match
was with the University of Rochester.
TheBantsavengedtheirprevioustwo
losses by winning 9-0 All players
outdistanced their Rochester opponents in talent making most matches
3-0 affairs. To all ot the community
who enjoy a fast paced exciting athletic contest I urge you to come watch
the varsity squah team You will not
be disappointed.

Wepleyan; Beats WPI
Stoimer '90, who finished second in
the 200 IM In diving Amy Paulsen
'89 came in second foi the Bants,
performing many challenging dives.
On Satuiday Jan. 21 the Chicks
The women's swim team has ctushed W. P I Curinga, Reutter
gotten off to a busy start this season. Leonard and Wilson began by taking
Since returning fiom a tiring week of the 200 Medley Relay in 2:05.61.
double sesions the Chicks have al- Justine Divett '89 placed first in both
ready had three tough meets On the 1000 Fieestyle and the 500 FreesThursday Jan 19th, the team lost to a tyle, and Cunnga took the 100
very strong Mount Holyoke, on Sat- Breaststroke in I 10 95 Stormer,
urday Jan 21st the team defeated Leonard and Brainard also swam
W P I , and the team lost to Wesleyan strong races. Paulsen wonthediving
on Jan 25th
competition with a total of 136 05
Against Holyoke, the relay team points. Finally, Brainard, Barbara
of Nicole Cunnga '92, Ann Reutter Oseguia '92, Cunnga, and Amy
'92, Karen Leonard '91 and Amy Wilson dominated the 200 Freestyle
Wilson '91cdmeoutstiongmthe200 Relay, finishing over 14 seconds
medley relay with a time of 2'06.51. before the W. P. I swimmers
Renter continued to swim well, comThe team travelled to Wesleyan
ing in first in the 100 Breaststroke and on Wednesday, Jan. 25 Although the
third in the 200 IM, as did "Sopho- team lostthemeet,many oftheChicks
more sensation" Leonard who took had strong races. Leonard took the 50
the 50 Butterfly in 29.41 seconds, and Freestyle in 27 6I,andAndreaPimpifinished second in the J00 Freestyle nella '91 finished second in the 200
with a time of 1:00 07 Semorcaptam Butterfly Brainard, Wjlson. Cunnga
Becky Brainard finished second in and Leonard easily took the 200 Freesthe 50 Freestyle in 27.65 and third in (tyle relay, and Kim Lester '92, Ruboth the 100 Freestyle and 200 Frees- etter and Divett also swam well all
tyle. Other good races were had by day The Bants faced Brandeis on the
Vivian Wilson '89, who placed sec- 28th, and will face Fairfield at 1.00 on
ond in the 200 Breaststroke, and Sue Feb. 4, at Tnnity College.
-by Jenne SandersSpoits Staff Wi ttei
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Sports
From the Cheap Seats,
by Eric Hammerstrom
I never thought I would say this... I am jealous of the students at
UConn. They have an ice rink.
It may not have walls. It may sometimes gel too cold to skate there.
It isn't pretty. But it exists.
ft
If students want to play a little pick-up hockey at t rinily, they play
street hockey. They have to wait until the tennis courts are empty. Then,
they hope that Security doesn't kick them off.
Yes. the Trinity Hockey team is adequately provided for. They practice and play at Kingswood-Oxford School in West Hartford. They have
their owp locker room there. It's a liveable situation, if you're one of only
twenty-five students in the College.
Trinity bills itself as an institution of higher learning. Idon'tbuy it.
Most Prep Schools have their own ice arenas. As far as hockey facilities
go, among other things, Trinity is at the Junior High School level.
Building a rink on campus would be a great improvement in more
than one way. The most obvious effect is that more students would be
able to go to Trinity's hockey games. If you don't have a car, it is difficult
to get toKingswood Oxford to see the Bantamsplay. But Trinity students
- still pack the place for big games. With a rink on campus hockey crowds
would be huge.
However, the greatest benefit of having a rink would be that hockey
. couldbecomeawidelyplayedsportonTrinity'scampus. Therecouldbe
intramural ice hockey. There could be a Junior Varsity, or even a Freshman team. There could he figure skating, and there could be Women's
Ice.Hockey. It would make the Women's Center happy.
Personally, I'd simply like to skate once in a while. That's-what a
lot of UConn students were doing after the Trinity/UConn game last
Saturday night. Open Skating hours would be a fun way to spend some
free time. After all, there's not that much to do in this place. The administration is constantly trying to create good, clean fun on campus. So why
not an ice rink?
,
Some people claim that there's no room for an ice rink on Trinity's
campus. But there is room, plenty of it. As a matter of fact, a few years
ago there was talk of designing a rink that could be placed on the Broad
Street side of Ferris Athletic Center, behind "Unit D," next to that parking
lot. There was even talk of putting the Tennis Courts that are currently
there on top of the arena's roof, Unfortunately, it wasn't Trinity's administration that was doing the talking.
It's inevitable. There will be an ice rink here someday. But it won't
appear until long after We've graduated. Until then, maybe we.could
* flood the front yard of President English's house. :,
. . .
Reniember~. No heckling from the cheap seats.
, ,j-

Indoor Track is Off and Running
-by Aaron SobelSports StaffWriier
The memories of last year's
successful track campaigns may have
faded into Trinity track history, but
the spirit definitely lives on. With
grueling indoor preparation now being
undertaken by the Trinity men and
women's track teams, they look forward to reaping the rewards of their
labors come outdoor season. The
indoor track season is generally regarded as a workout season because
this is the time when teams really
workon technique and gaining
strength for the upcoming outdoor
season. This is also a recovery time
for those athletes crossing over from
other sports from the fall season. Yet
as Head Indoor Coach Alex Magoun
observes, "The indoor season seems
to take on a life of its own." This is
definitely true because despite the
grinding, training nature of indoor,
there are plenty of meets to test those
who are. ready or those who want to
check their progress.
The early test of the season took
place at Coast Guard on December
6th in the annual Coast Guard Relays.
There was a wide range of teams
participating in this meet that spanned
all NCAA divisions. Though the
Trinity contingent was. small, the
Bantams' efforts did produce some
respectable results. The action began
in the long jump with Aaron Sobel
' 90 earning seventh place and an early
season Division 3 New England ranking.
Then the focus was on the track
as a number of good results were
turned in by Bantam speedsters. Derek
Chang '91, coming off.a solid three'
months Of cross country training,
posted an excellent 6.9 in the 55m.
Chang's showing was succeeded by

veteran sprinter and co-captain Russ
Alderson's ('H9) performance of 52.3
in the 400m. He too gamed a Division 3 New England ranking for his
efforts.
In distance action, the
women's tandem of co-captain Gail
Wehrli "89 and Claire Summers '92
took first and third in the 1500m.
Wehrli's time of 4:55 qualified her
for the indoor ECAC Championships
to be held in March at Bowdoin. The
men's team successes was capped of
by the New England ranking earned
by the 4 X 800m relay team. The
relay team, paced by co-captain Scott
Issac's ('89) blistering opening leg,
and helped by Pat Bayliss '91,
Campbell Barrett '92, and Doug
Wetherill '92 clocked a smooth 8:23.
Following the long winter vacation, competition resumed at the Yale
Invitational on Jan. 14. This meet
featured teams from all over New
England as well as the middle-Atlantic states. One highlight of the meet
for this writer was watching the easy,
graceful efforts of Villanova's 1988
Olympian Vicki Huber in winning
the 1500m. However, another highlight for the Bantams was the opportunity to compete against high quality
competition at an excellent facility.'
The level of competition considered,
those Trinity tracksters who did
compete turned in solid efforts. This
includedco-captain Kay McGowan 's
('89) first try at the quarter mile and '
Wehrli's efforts in a grueling 5000m
race. On the field, nice performances
were turned in by J.B. "Herculean"
Wells '91 in the shot put as well as
Sobel and Rod Moore '89 in the long
jump.
A bigger Trinity contingent
journeyed back down to Coast Guard
on Jan. 21 for the Coast Guard Invitational. This meet also included teams
from Worcester State, Tufts, Arnherst,
and Southeastern Massachusetts
University. On the women's side, the

story was co-captains Wehrli and
McGowan. Wehrli owned the middle
distances this Saturday as she took
first places in both the 800m and the
1500m. In the latter race, she turned
in another excellent time of 4:56.
McGowan showed thai she will once
again be a New England force in the
sprinting and jumping events by taking second places in both the long
jump and the 400m. The men's team
also had good performances turned in
by Wells in the shot put, Moore in'the
long jump (third place), and Sobel in
the triple jump (sixth place).
In the past week, two more meets
took place that produced some excellent results for the men and women's
teams to add to their laurels. Last
Tuesday, a very small Trinity men's
team (one to be exact) traveled to
Coast Guard yet again to take on
teams from Central Connecticut,
Southern Connecticut, and Wesleyan.
At this meet, Sobel popped a long
jumpof 19'2.5" to garner fourth place.
He also hopped, skipped, and jumped
to anear-PB best in the triple jump. In
the other meet last week a small
women's team (you guessed it - one)
sojourned to Smith to compete in the
3000m at theirexcellentfacility which
just last year played host to the Division 3 Indoor Nationals. The clocking of 12:01 turned in by freshwoman Summers demonstrated the
excellent potential that she will be
capable of exploiting in her running
career at Trinity.
What all these results add up to
is that the men and women's teams
are definitely gearing up for success.This is someting they intend to prove,
particularly to the other NESCAC
schools, in the months to come. An
excellent opportunity for this will be
the upcoming Williams Invitational
on February 11. So be patient, track
fans, and I promise you more good
news will follow.

Research Team Creating New Possibilities for Rowing
-by Eric HamrrierstrornSports Editor
While Trinity. College's Burt
Apfeibaum tries to create better rowers on the Connecticut River, a small
group of Trinity students and professors chase that same goal from the
basement of Hallden. Led by Dr. Roy
Bi Davis and Eric Rosow of Trinity's
Engineering department, a studentrun project is applying engineering
technology to the sport, of rowing,
creating some interesting possibilities in the process.
. The project began in the Fall of
1985, when Rosow '86 (a former
member of Trinity's varsity rowing
team) began an independent study in
which he applied mechanical engineering concepts to rowing. "At first
the project was simply to apply engineering technologies to an area of
interest, and 1 wasn't even sure of

what I was getting into," explained
Rosow. "Now the objectives of the
project are twofold; to develop a
measurement system which would ,
allow for the quantitative assessment
of different rowing styles and, in doing
so, perhaps aid in -enhancing technique, as well as identifying the factors which can result in injury to
rowers, so that injuries can be predicted and hopefully prevented."
The project has produced a Performance Measurement System that
has been applied to a Concept II
rowing ergometer (the same type of
rowing machine found at Ferris Athletic Center). By placing instruments
upon an ergometer, the Rowing Research Team has been abl e to produce
force and position measurements
when an athlete is rowing. Through
these measurements the team has
compiled'data on a number of male
and female rowers.
"We have tested freshmen, vai-

RowtnS°ReslarchSTW' M a t t A r m i t a 8 e ' 9 2 ' P e t e r W a V ' 89 ' c h r i s

SuIlivan

sity heavyweights, varsity lightweights, and last April we tested eight
elite lightweights from the Pioneer
Valley Rowing Association. That
group included four Gold medal
winners from the Pan-Am games,"
explained Rosow. "What we have
now is a lot of data and we're still
processing it to put it in meaningful
forms, such as graphs, that could be
useful to the coach, the trainer, and to
the athlete himself." '
Ed Kupa '90 (an engineering
major and a member of Trinity's
varsity rowing team) added that "there
are a lot of difficulties involved. For
instance, when two people are rowing
at different stroke ratings (the number of strokes per minute) it's hard to
compare them. You have to look at
the data as a cycle, from the start to the
finish of the stroke/'
Rosow hopes to bring the system to the Crash-B!s, the woild indoor-rowing championship in Cam-

' 90 ' and Ed Kupa '9.0, members of the
Photo by Dave Copland

bridge, MA. The championship brings training methods. "One of our goals
together el ite rowers from al 1 .over the is to figure out how training can be
world, and would be an excellent optimized with the end goal being to
opportunity tomake the project more make a crew go faster on the water,
visible, while also making data avail- and how training might be designed
able to the research team.,
to reach that goal."
The research team is working in
While the project has been
conjunction with several area coaches, funded and produced entirely by Trinincluding Trinity's head coach Burt ily College, Rosow is optimistic that
Apfelbaum, as well as with Rowing outside funding will eventually be
Research Committee of the United received. Rosow has made a presenStates Rowing Association (Rosow' tation to the United States Olympic
was recently appointed a member of Committee, at a meeting in Colorado
that committee), in efforts to develop Springs, CO. "We will be submitting
and brainstorm ideas for the project. •aproposal to the U. S. O. C'sSports
Rosow hopes that members of the U. Equipment and Technology CommitS. National team will eventually tee and believe they will.provide
become involved.
funding over the next quadrennium.
The rowing research team has We're also confident that we'll be
produced an instrumented erg, and is getting funding from the Rowing
currently working on transferring the Research Committee of the U. S. R.
.
same technology to Trinity's rowing A."
tanks Using the same types of instruAll of the necessary equipment
ments used on the ergometer to regis- for the project has been produced by
ter toi Les 11 om the feet and oar handles Trinity students at campus facilities.in the tanks, the team will measure the "According to Rosow, the students are
forces with a Macintosh computer. designing all of the transducers (which
Accoiding to Rosow, "It's a big jump measure forces and movements crefrom the erg to the tank. It's the next ated by the rower), building them,
step to open water."
and then incorporating them into the
One of the project's goals is to ergometer. In addition,, all of the
apply their system to a rowing shell, computer software for the project has
along with a'micro-computer that been written by Trinity students uriwould fit easily into a boat. Measure- derthedirection of Dr. August Sapega.
, "We're finally getting more
ments would then be recorded while
athletes are rowing on the water, people involved," explained Kupa.
brought back to the lab, and analyzed, "Up until last semester there were
Rosow stated that "the system only a few people working on the
should be able to quantify subleties project. We're building depth, so that
within a given boat that might not be the program can continue, by using Iapparent to a coach's eye. A. coach S. P, students (Interdisciplinary Scican see when the oars go into the ence Program students).
water, and when they come out to- .' ' : Rosow added that he percieves
gether, but other researchers have that many members of the Trinity
shown that even when world class Community "thinks of Halclen as a
rowers are in complete synchrony the place.to write their research papers,
rowers force curves differ." By ana- which is fine... but there's a whole lot
lyzing the force curves of each indi- more going on here than people might
vidual within a boat, it may be pos- see." Who would think they've been
sible to train that boat to row together rowing in the basement?
more efficiently.
•
Rosow added that by getting • If anyone is interested in seeing what
force curves from the tanks and a the research team has done to date
shell, the research team can compare 1 they are welcometo stop by Haideii.
them to a-curve from the ergometer, Eric will be happy to show themwhat
in an attempt to learn more about has been going on.
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High Spirits Stats Corner
Sponsored by High Spirits Wines and Liquors
This week in Sports

Men's Basketball results
Trinity 93, Wesleyan 84
TRINITY (93)-Vaughn 3 08, Reilly 4 09, Kurtz 50 10,
Green 3 06, Lyon 4 4 14, Moorehouse 10 8 28, Stubbs 8
3 19, Hinchey 0 00, Allen 0 0 0. Totals: 37 15.
Halftime: Wesleyan 48, Trinity 46. Three Point Goals:
W-Alberding (4), Kumler (2); T-Vaughn,(2), Reilly,
Lyon.
'
,
Trinity 79, Tufts 54
Trinity (79) - Hinchey 2 0 4, Perrone 0 7 7, Vaughn 3 0
9, Martin 2 0 4, Reilly 2-4 8, Allen 0 0 0, Kurt?. 1 0 2
Schlickmann 0 0 0, Scott 0 00, Green 3 1 7, Lyon 6 2 16
Moorehouse 9 0 18, Stubbs 1 2 4. Totals: 29 16.
Halftime: Trinity 37, Tufts 19. Three Point Goals: TCVaughn (3), Lyon (2).

Ice Hockey Statistics
Scoring
Scull
Manley
• Murphy
Trinceri
DuBeof
Williamson
Leddy

Women's basketball results

Goaltending
Tuck
Gorman

G
6
6
10
10
9
4
4
GP
7
5

A
14
12
7
7
7
9
8

Pts
20
18
' 17
17
16
13
12
Min GAA SV% W-L
419 3.01 .901 4-3
313 4.03 .884 4-1

Clark 71, Trinity 59
TRINITY (59)-O'Donnell 2 2 6,Murphy 000,'Barr0
0 0, LeBrun 3 2 8, Ennis I I 3, Kolstad 7 4 18, Chiodo 4
1 9. Farquhar 7 1 15, Totals: 24 11.
Halftime: Trinity 31, Clark 31.
Nichols 74, Trinity 66
TRINITY (66) - O'Donnell 0 6 6, Murphy 3 06, Glew 0
0 0, Barr I- 2 4, LeBrun 5 10 20, Ennis 1 0 2, Kolstad 3 5
11, Chiodb 0 1 I. Farquhar 6 4 16. Totals: 19 28 66.
Halftime: Nichols 32, Trinity 26.
Coast Guard 71, Trinity 58
TRINITY (58)-O'Donnell I 02, LeBrun43.11, Kolstad
3 0 6, Farquhar 7 2 16, Barr 3 0 6, Chiodo 4311, Murphy
2 0 6. Glew 0 0 0. Totals: 23 8.
Halftime: Coast Guard 3 I,Trinity 27. Three Point Goals:
Murphy (2).

Kegs
1/2 Keg Budweiser
$42.00, tax included
1/2 Keg Busch
$35.00, lax included

Large Selection of
Liquor and Wine
and Imported Beers

Feb. 1 Men's Basketball
. 7:30
at W.P.I.
Women's Squash
4:00
vs. Yale
Hockey
,
7:00
at Holy Cross
Feb. 2 Women's Basketball
7:00
at Western Conn.
Feb. 3 Men's Squash .
. TBA
at Wesleyan Round Robin
Feb. 4 Men's Basketball
8:00
vs.. Conn College
-Women's Basketball
'
6:00
vs. Conn College
. Varsity Swimming •
1:00
vs. Fairfield
Men's Squash
.
TBA
at Wesleyan Round Robin
Women's Squash
'
2:00
, at Princeton
Fencing
1:00
vs. S. M. U. & Fairfield
Indoor Track
12:00
at Yale
Hockey
8:00
.
vs. Conn College
Feb. 5 Women's Squash
2:00
at Tufts
Feb. 6 Hockey
7:30
vs. Nichols
Feb. 7 Men's Basketball
,7:00
at Clark
; ;
'
Women's Basketball
7:30
at Wesleyan
Women's Swimming
7:00
at Clark
•
••••Home games in bold

Kegs
1/2 Keg Black Label
$28.00, tax included
1/2 Keg Milwaukee's Best
$25.00, tax included

The College View Cafe Scoreboard
v'. n '

Athlete of
the Week
This week's College View Athlete of
the Week is Jon Moorehouse. The
6'9" center of Trinity's Basketball
team scored 14 of his game-high 28
points in the final eight minutes of
Trinity's 93-84 downing of the
Wesleyan Cardinals. He also scored
18 points and had 8 rebounds to help
Trinity to a 79-54 victory over Tufts.
Congratulations Jon!

Tuesday is $3 Pitcher Night at The View
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Men's Hoop Cruises Past
Cardinals and Jumbos
-by Pat KeaneAssistant Sports Editor

Michael Stubbs has dominated the boards for the Bantams
,
Photo by Rocco Demaio

With victories over Wesleyan
and Tufts this past week, the Bantam
hbopsters have lifted their overall
record to 10-2 and sretched their
unbeaten streak at home to ten games.
These two victories also meant .a
winning streak of five straight games
for the Bantams in this young spring
semester.
Last Tuesday's clash between
trie Bantams and the Cardinals of
Wesleyan was their second meeting
in four days. Behind the herculean
efforts of 6:9" Bantam center John
Moorehouse, who scored 14 of his
game-high 28 points in the game's
final eight minutes, the Bantams were
able to post a hard fought 93-84 victory. The Bantams' nine point margin of victory in no way indicates the
games' intensity on either side of the
ball.
Midway through the first half,
behind the hot outside shooting of
senior Co-captain Ted Lyon and the
superior play-making of sophomore
point guard Joe Reilly, the Bantams
were able to build a thirteen point
cushion.

This classic Trinity vs. Wesleyan
clash didn't showcase the patient ball
control offense exhibited by both
teams in the Bantam's 67-65 overtime victory on January 20. Last
Tuesday's game, as the score indicates, was an upbeat fast-breaking
contest, .well suited to tremendous
depth of the Trinity bench.
The Cardinals enlisted a fullcourt trapping zone defense to pressure the young Bantam backcourt.
This pressure defense helped
Wesleyan to slow the Bantam offense
and put the Cardinals right back into
the game. With approximately three
m inutes remaining, Wesleyan tied the
game at 78-78. The Bantams then
brought the ball up the floor and
looked to work the ball down low to
any of the formidable members of the
Trinity frontcourt. They were able to
find the games' star: center John
Moorehouse on the baseline with less
than two minutes remaining, and he
promptly nailed the short jumper for
a two point lead that the Bantams
would never relinquish.
The sizeable Bantam fro'ntcourt
that outrebounded the Cardinals 4729 was paced by Moorehous's 28
points and the equally superior performance of 6'8" junior forward Mike
Stubbs (19 pts/9rbs).. The prolific
production of the front court was

helped, by- the Bantams perimeter
shooting performance that shot at a
phenomenal 57% clip from the field.
On Saturday night,/ Trinity
hosted Tufts. The Bantams again
called on the efforts of Moorehouse,
whose game high 18 points and eight
rebounds helped Trinity cruise to an
easy 79-54 victory. Another factor in
the Bantam's twenty-five point destruction was the torrid perimeter
shooting of Senior shooting guard
Ted Lyon who bucketed 16 points,
including two three pointers. Moorehouse and Stubbs again proved to be
monsters on both the offensive and
defensive sides of the.glass.
As has been the case for most of
the games this season, the team has
been led by the overpowering play of
the perenially productive frontcourt.
For the team to receive a good seeding in the EC'AC tournament the
backcourt will need to be much more
consistent in the weeks'to come. The
Bantams, whose only losses have
come on the road, will also have to
prove that 'they can consistently win
on the road.'
On February 1 the Bantams will
travel to WPI, and with top ten division three teams in Amherst and
Williams also coming in the ensuing
weeks, we can all look forward to
some impressive hoop play.

Bantam Hockey RebdtliMs ti7ith Two Straight Wins
•by Chris BrownSpoih StaffWiitei

•After a disappointing loss, to division rival Amherst at home last Saturday, the Bantam hockey team took to
the road to get back on the winning
track, and hop back on the track is just
what the Bantams did. The Bantams
soundly defeated Framinha.m State
8-4. Trinity then traveled to the
University of Connecticut to take on
the Huskies. The Bantams had to go
to overtime to overcome a determined
UConn squad, 4-3.
It was a night of firsts at Framingham State for a few of the rookies on
the squad. Kevin Kavanagh, Stephen
Burgess, and Chti.s DangeT each registered their first goal as a Trinity
Bantam. Kavanagh deflected a
Stephen Burgess drive from the point
at 3:22 of the opening period to put
Trinity up 1-0. The fei.sty FramingTiam team hung with Trinity by tying
the score 2:21 later. A power play
goal by scoring specialist Bill McCartney at the 11-25 mark put the
Bantams in the lead. Once again, the
Bantams could not hold the lead as
Framingham State .scored 31 seconds
later to tie the score at 2-2
The Bantams exploded for three
goals in the second period, and they
held Framingham State to a singletally. Sophomore Larry Trincen, who
has come into his own this season as
playmaker, scored to put the Bantams
up 3-2. Framingham State scored to
tie the game again, 3-3 TheBantams
went up4-3 when Burgessmadegood
on a nice pass from Kavanagh by
depositing a sharp wrist shot in the
corner of the Framingham State net,
beating the netminder to his short
side. Trincen added his second goal
of the game which pushed the score to
5-3.
In the final stanza, the Bantams
pulled away from Framingham State
by scoring three more times. It Qnly
took Bantam center Mike Murphy 50
seconds into the third period to score
and increase the Trinity advantage to
6-3. Two minutes later, the Bantams
scored their second power play goal
of the game when Jay "the Hammer"

WiUjamson unleashed a wicked slapshot from his point position that
whiz/ed by forward Tom Scull's
midsection and into the net. The
Framinghdm goalie never saw the
shot. Tom Scull, Trinity's version of
Cam Neely, had the unenviable job
or screening the goaltender as Williamson was launching his aerial assault. Framingham State scoied6-27
into the final period to close the scoi e
to 7-4 Trinity picked up its eigth
goal of the game when Chris Dangel
tipped home a shot from the point
from fellow fr,osh Scott Leddy Fteshman goaltender, Jeff Tuck, who has
been solid for the Bantams all season,
raised his record to 4-3 with a 3.01
goals against average.
The Framingham State game was
a game of experiments for the Bantams. Coach Dunham bioke up the
line of DuBoet-Manley-Williamson
in an eftoi t to generate more offense
Each player was put on a separate
line The Bantams responded with
eight goals Coach Dunham also altered the power play The Bantams
are now trying to put more emphasis
on getting the men at the points more
involved. On the two power play
goals at Framingham State,, a point
man scored one, and the point men
received the assists on the other power
play goal.
Before the Framingham State
game, Coach Dunham laid down the
law about unnecessary penalties in
the wake of the penalty riddled
Amherst contest The result, The
Bantams only had seven minutes in
penalties. When E. F. Dunham talks,
Bantams listen (Pardon the weak
joke')
Going into the game with the
University of Connecticut, Coach
Dunham was looking for further result!, from his recent shifting of the
forward lines. The Bantams stormed
the net early, but they were denied by
UConn netminder Daren Dawson
Dawson was spectaclur all evening
He finished with 35 saves."
Tn-Captain TnpManley was set
up by Tom Scull and John Gregory to
open the scoring for the Bantams at
the 9:13 mark of the first period. The
Bantams dominated the first period,

but were unable to capitalize on their
.scoring -chances which has been a
problem that has plagued this squad
all season. In the second period, The
Bantams went up 2-0 when Erik
Laakso tallied. The Huskies got on

the board with a power play goal a
1:36 later The Bantam defense got
tied up behind their own net which
allowed Powers, the UConn forward,
to wheel in front of the net and beat
Gorman. The Huskies picked up the

Junior Isietminder Steve Corman has returned to his lead role between the pipes.

pace after this goal. At 11:21 of the
second period, Brian Krygier knotted
the score at 2-2 when he scored the
Huskies second power play goal of
the game.
Continued on Page 17
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Wrestling Wins One, Loses Two
-by Eric HammerstromSpoi f ? Editor

Trinity's varsity wrestling team
had its work cut out for it last week, as
it faced'M. I. T., and Northeastern at
M I T on Jan. 25th, and Williams at
Williams on Jan 28th, Trinity's
matmen defeated Northeastern 3414, fell to M. I. T 35-14, and were
defeated by Williams 30-15 to make
the team 3-4 on the season.
Head Coach Sebby Amato
commented that "overall, the team is
getting better. We're improving and
we're wrestling much better than we
did at the beginning of the season.
We're just young"
"We're 3-4, and that's pretty
respectable. It's a big improvement

to last year." Amato was enthusi astic
about the team's rebuilding process
say ing, "We have an awful lot of team
spmt, and these guys are looking
forward to the future. They've got
great attitudes and learn something
each time they wrestle."
In last Wednesday's 34-13 victory over Northeastern, Tnnity won
seven out of ten individual matches
Both 126 lb. Gene Kim and HWT.
Nicholas Sims pinned their opponents,
while 142 lb. Mike Taylor, 167 lb.
David Weiss, and 1771b JackKirkpatnck won their matches by decision,
1501b. Craig Dietter and 1581b John
Konevich won by forfeit Freshman
Gene Kim recorded his first of the
season, pinning his opponent in the»
opening contest of the match.
Two Bantams wrestled much

bigger opponents. David Weiss '92
was moved up two weight classes and
won his match. "Dave promised me
that he would win, and he had the
desire to win, so I sat Paul Harney out
for one match and let Dave wrestle,"
explained Amato. Alex Motsenigos
again wrestled several weight classes
above his actual weight, losing to his
opponent 12-4. "Alex was caught on
his back twice, but fought back and
refused to get pinned. He's being a
solid team player, wrestling 190 lbs.
when he could be wrestling at 158.
He's helping us fill the weight
classes," commented Amato
Versus M. I. T., Tnnity ran into
stiffer competition. According to
Amato, M I. T.'s wrestlers were
simply more talented than their TrinContinued on Page 16

